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Abstract 

Photolithography is the most widely used mass nano-production process. Technology 

requirements demand smaller nano-devices. However, smaller features risk collapse 

during the drying of rinse liquid. 

Studies identified Laplace pressure as the cause of the collapse. Based on these studies, 

an analytical model was developed for predicting patterns collapse. However, the 

analytical models lacked in three major aspects: (i) inclusion of another contributor to 

capillary force, i.e. surface tension force (STF) on the three-phase line, (ii) prediction of 

non-cylindrical rinse interface shapes, and (iii) consideration of complex geometries such 

as L-shaped patterns. 

To address the shortcomings, an improved analytical model was developed which 

included the STF. However, it did not satisfy the last two shortcomings. A more complex 

(i.e. a Finite Element, FE) model was developed using ANSYS and Surface Evolver. The 

FE model not only addressed all three above shortcomings but also considered lateral 

deformation and force rotation during pattern deformation. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This Chapter introduces the main obstacle (pattern collapse) during nano-scale 

manufacturing using photolithography. In this Chapter first, the procedure for 

photolithography is provided. Then, three of the main obstacles to nano-manufacturing 

by photolithography are mentioned to show that pattern collapse (the collapse of 

photoresist patterns during the drying of rinse) is the most limiting. A literature review is 

included to show how others attempted to resolve the pattern collapse limitation. Various 

methods to solve the pattern collapse based on analytical models in the literature are 

listed. Shortcomings of the analytical models in the literature are discussed with the intent 

of developing new more accurate models. The new models are presented in the second 

and third Chapters. 

1-1 Nano-Manufacturing Methods 

Due to the need for fast data processing, the application of devices in small volumes, and 

the trend towards decreasing energy consumption, manufacturing is beginning to move 

into a new scale (i.e. the nano-scale). Densely packed nano-scale features are mainly used 

in electro mechanical systems (EMS), semiconductor industries (e.g. integrated circuits, 

I.C.), comb-drives, channels used in mammography [1], electrophoresis [2], zone plates 

for X-ray microscopy [3] and gamma-ray collimator grids. In general, two approaches for 

nano-scale manufacturing exist i.e. bottom-up and top-down. However, the bottom-up 

(also known as self assembly) method is limited to some specific applications (e.g. micro 

channels). The main top-down methods proposed for manufacturing of small features are: 

1 



1. Photolithography (Optical Lithography) 

2. Extreme Ultra Violet Lithography (EUVL) 

3. Optical and Immersion Lithography 

4. Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL) 

5. Scanning Probe or Dip Pen Lithography 

6. Size Reduction Lithography 

7. Electron Beam Lithography 

Today, the most applied top-down method for mass production of nano-features is 

photolithography. Due to the wide usage and high efficiency of photolithography, the 

following section describes the photolithography procedures used to provide nano-

features. This helps one to understand the challenges occur during nano-manufacturing 

using photolithography. 

1-2 Photolithography 

Photolithography involves transferring a pattern first to a photomask (or mask), then the 

pattern is transferred from the photomask to the photoresist (or resist). The photoresist 

pattern is then transferred into the substrate (see Fig. 1-1). 

The photomask is a square fused quartz substrate covered with a layer of chrome. The 

fused quartz is a type of glass containing silica in amorphous (non-crystalline) form. The 

chrome is what the mask pattern is etched into using photolithography. The etched area 

of the chrome allows the light to pass through it to cook the pattern in the photoresist. 

2 



However, before this is done there are a few steps to be completed, such as the 

preparation of the substrate, preparation of the photoresist, and the consideration of the 

distance between the mask and photoresist. These steps are described below. 

The substrate is heated for few minutes to remove the moisture. Then a chemically 

cleaning process is performed on the substrate. After drying and cleaning the substrate, 

adhesion liquids such as hexamethyldisilazan (HMDS) are applied to the surface of the 

substrate to enhance the adhesion of the photoresist to the substrate. 

Following the substrate preparation, the photoresist is deposited on the substrate by spin 

coating. After deposition of the photoresist on the substrate, the combined photoresist and 

substrate are heated at 100 degrees Celsius in presence of nitrogen for up to 30 minutes 

depending on the photoresist. This is done to drive off the excessive solvents and is called 

soft-baking or pre-baking. 

The manufacturer needs to consider the distance between the photomask and the 

photoresist when cooking the pattern. Placing the photomask directly on the photoresist 

(contact printer) is more accurate but more expensive than allowing a small gap between 

the photomask and the photoresist (proximity printer). Contact printer is more expensive 

because contact between the photomask and the photoresist may cause damage to either 

the photomask and/or the photoresist. 

3 



After the preparation of substrate and photoresist is completed, the photoresist will be 

exposed to the UV light through the patterned photomask, see Fig. 1-1. The parts of the 

photoresist exposed to the UV (Ultra Violet) light are called cooked parts. Either the 

cooked or uncooked parts may be dissolved in the developer depending on the photoresist 

used. In positive photoresists, which are more common, the cooked parts of the 

photoresists are dissolved. In negative photoresists, the uncooked parts of the photoresists 

are dissolved. Developer liquid is delivered to the photoresist by a spinner. Today 

developer liquids are Metal-ion free such as tetra methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH). 

After being exposed to the developer liquid, the photoresist pattern is baked for 20 to 30 

minutes at the temperature of 140 to 180 degrees (hard-baking). When the hard-baking is 

completed, the photoresist is rinsed with a rinse liquid (normally water) to remove the 

developer liquid. Before exposing the photoresist and substrate to the etcher, rinse liquid 

is dried from the photoresist. Heating or shaking are procedures applied to increase the 

rate of evaporation or decrease the rinse drying time. 

Etching is the next and last step to transfer the pattern from the photoresist to the 

substrate. During the etching process the substrate is etched where no photoresist exists. 

The two categories of etchers are etching acid (wet) and plasma (dry). In the wet etching 

process the acid is washed away by a rinse which dissolves the etcher. After rinsing, any 

remaining photoresist attached to the substrate is removed using photoresist stripper 

and/or plasma (containing oxygen which oxidizes the attachment area). 
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The process described above, photolithography process, has some general obstacles such 

as the substrate needs to be flat and extremely clean. Photolithography also faces some 

challenges during the manufacturing of nano-scale features, which are reviewed in the 

following section. 

1-3 Manufacturing Limitations during Photolithography 

For studying the limitations of photolithography in nano-scale, this section focuses on 

microprocessor manufacturing limitations because microprocessor manufacturing deals 

with the smallest dimensions and most complex designs. Three main challenges to the 

manufacturing of nano-scale features for microprocessors are listed. The most 

challenging one (collapse of photoresist patterns during drying of the rinse liquid) is the 

focus of this thesis. The two other obstacles regarding the optical limitation and Metal-

Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect-Transistor (MOSFET) design are briefly mentioned 

first for completeness. 

1-3.1 Optical Limitation 

The optical limitation deals with the exposure light (i.e. UV) and the optical devices. 

Equation 1-1 implies that minimum feature size (F) decreases by either a decrease of the 

wavelength (A) of the UV light or an increase of the numerical aperture of the lens (NA). 

where K is a process related factor (approximately 0.5). The wavelength of UV lights is 

shorter than visible light (380nm) and longer than X-rays (lOnm). By noting the range of 
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X for UV light, it can be understood that there is a limitation for decrease of X. The next 

paragraph shows that there is also a limitation for increase of NA. 

Increasing NA requires a lens with physically larger dimension. Large lenses have a close 

proximity or a short depth of focus (DofF, see Eq. 1-2). 

As such, an increase of NA restricts the thickness of photoresist by decreasing the depth 

of focus. However, the thickness of photoresist needs to be thick enough for proper 

etching. So, there is an upper bound for NA. 

1-3.2 MOSFET Design Limitation 

MOSFET design limitations are related to scaling down the MOSFET which acts as a 

transistor in the microprocessor circuit. Difficulties that occur during shrinking of 

MOSFET are listed as: sub-threshold conduction, interconnect capacitance, heat 

production and gate oxide leakage [4]. From these obstacles gate oxide leakage is briefly 

discussed here as it is the most challenging one. 

Applying voltage to one side of the gate oxide layer (insulator) charges the other side and 

forms an electron channel (see Fig. 1-2). With a wider channel the transistor is more 

efficient. The width of the channel depends on the voltage difference across the insulator. 

A method to increase the voltage difference across the insulator (and efficiency of 

semiconductor consequently) is to decrease the thickness of insulator. The thickness of 
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insulator layer in the Intel 45nm process is as low as 5 atoms (approximately 1.2nm). 

However, a decrease of the insulator thickness may form electron tunneling between the 

gate and channel. The power dissipation due to the electron tunneling leakage will grow 

to be a significant part of chip consumption (the gate tunneling leakage current increases 

exponentially with decreasing the insulator thickness [5]). The alternative method for 

increasing the voltage difference across the insulators is using insulators with dielectric 

constants larger than that of silicon dioxide (such as Hafnium and Zirconium silicates or 

oxides). Since late 2007, alternative insulators rather than silicon dioxide have been used 

to resolve the electron tunneling barrier. 

1-3.3 Pattern Collapse Limitation 

The collapse of photoresist patterns is colloquially called "Pattern collapse" [6]. Pattern 

collapse is the permanent deformation of photoresist features (see Fig. 1-3) during or 

after the development step in the photolithography process [7]. Pattern collapse limits the 

manufacturing of nano-features. Different scenarios for the collapse mechanism have 

been reported in the literature. These scenarios are discussed below and the most likely 

causes for the pattern collapse, based on the literature to date, are identified. It should be 

mentioned that in this thesis another cause for pattern collapse, which is missing in the 

literature i.e. surface tension force (see section 1-5.1), is presented as well. 
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1-3.3.1 Intrusion 

Kawai [8] reported that the penetration of rinse liquid into the interface of photoresist and 

substrate weaken the bonding between photoresist and substrate and causes collapse. 

Sanada et al. [9] also assumed that intrusion is the cause of collapse and found that 

intrusion energy becomes large with increasing the developing time and argued that 

shortening the development time is effective to resolve the collapse problem. Penetration 

intensity is inversely proportional to the diffusion coefficient of the rinse liquid. Based on 

that, Namatsu [10] used carbon dioxide in supercritical state for rinsing. Supercritical 

carbon dioxide diffusion coefficient value is as large as that of a gas. At low intrusion 

Namatsu formed slim nano-lines without pattern collapse. However, as will be shown 

later the reason that carbon dioxide resolved the collapse was most likely not due to the 

increase of diffusion or decrease of intrusion. The reason is provided in section 1-4.2.1. 

1-3.3.2 Swelling 

Kim [11] stated that condensation due to humidity causes the collapse. As humidity in the 

form of water or vapor penetrates into the photoresist, it causes the photoresist to inflate 

(swell). While the pattern is drying, the surface of the pattern dries faster than its interior. 

Different volume contractions, between the surface and interior of the pattern, induce 

internal stress resulting in collapse. Smoothing the pattern surface decreases the pattern 

area exposed to the liquid and reduces the liquid penetration or swelling. Based on the 

assumption that swelling scenario is the cause of pattern collapse, to reduce the collapse 

Inatomi et al. [12] proposed a process to smooth the surface of the pattern. 
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Intrusion and swelling scenarios as the main causes of the pattern collapse might be 

inaccurate. The effect of swelling and intrusion on collapse is the same for both a single 

isolated pattern, and that of a two-line parallel pattern. Experiments done by Mori et al. 

[13] showed that no collapse is observed for a single isolated pattern (unless the pattern is 

very tall and slim). This suggests that the above scenarios (intrusion and swelling) will 

not provide a complete answer to the question of the main cause of pattern collapse. In 

other words, if intrusion and swelling are causes for collapse an isolated pattern should 

collapse as well. 

1-3.3.3 Laplace Pressure 

Deguchi et al. [6] showed that the collapse is mainly caused by adhesion between two 

adjacent patterns; however, the cause of adhesion was not stated in their research. They 

simulated the photoresist pattern as a beam and applied the analytical beam bending 

model to describe the pattern behavior. 

Tanaka et al. [7] hypothesized that either the centrifugal force or Laplace pressure during 

unbalanced drying of the rinse liquid, in spaces between neighboring patterns, are the 

driving forces causing the adhesion or collapse of photoresist features. Centrifugal force 

is the force due to the swirling flow of the rinse liquid (in the photolithography process 

rinse is delivered to the photoresist by spinning). Laplace pressure (AP) is the pressure 

difference across the rinse liquid interface or in other words, the pressure difference 

between the rinse liquid and outside. Laplace pressure is a function of interface curvature 

and surface tension of the rinse liquid (see Eq. 1-3). 
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AP = y.K (1-3) 

where y is the surface tension of the rinse liquid and K is the curvature of the rinse liquid 

interface. 

It should be mentioned that if centrifugal force was the cause of collapse, two adjacent 

patterns would collapse in one direction. Tanaka's experiments [7] showed that two 

adjacent patterns stick to each other at tips (usually) which contradict the centrifugal 

force effect as the cause of pattern collapse. The other issue undermining the centrifugal 

force scenario is that if centrifugal force was the driving force for pattern collapse, single 

isolated pattern of Mori et al. [13] experiments would have collapsed as well. 

The idea that Laplace pressure or capillary force can be the main cause of the pattern 

collapse is understood, for example, by the observation that Laplace pressure decreases 

by increasing the spacing between two adjacent patterns. Tanaka's [7] experimental 

results showed that pattern deformation decreases by increasing the spacing between two 

adjacent patterns. Also, Mori et al. [13] experiments showed no pattern collapse for the 

case of single isolated patterns (as a representative for infinity spacing between two 

adjacent patterns). 

For simulating pattern deformation during the collapse, many models have been 

proposed, and based on them collapse elimination methods have been developed. For 

example, Lai and Fang [14] developed a lumped model for simulating a microstructure 

and its liquid film and predicted the dynamic response of the microstructure system. Then 
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by knowing the dynamic response of the system, they applied harmonic excitation on the 

microstructures to avoid the collapse. 

Tanaka et al. [7] calculated the pattern deformation (maximum deflection) by considering 

Laplace pressure as the driving force for pattern deformation and applying the beam 

bending model. They assumed pure elastic deformation for the pattern and the cylindrical 

interface shape for the rinse liquid (rinse liquid interface curvature defines Laplace 

pressure). Comparison of cohesive and restoring forces was the technique used for 

calculating the deformation value. Pattern deformation based on Tanaka's model is 

shown in Eq. 1-4 [7]. 

Ew3d - 4yH3 sinfl - ^(4yH3 sinfl - Ew3d)2 -24yEw3H4 cos6> ( M ) 

4Ew3 

where E is the elasticity modulus of the pattern material, d is the trough width, H and w 

are pattern height and pattern width, and 6 is the contact angle between rinse liquid 

interface and pattern's side wall. 

Bohme and Pable [15] stated that Tanaka's beam bending model neglects the effect of 

lateral expansion or contraction due to a non-zero Poisson's ratio. For addressing that, in 

[15], the pattern was modeled as a plate and the general solution for a long rectangular 

plate in elastic region was used to find the pattern deformation. Given that the exact value 

of Poisson's ratio of photoresist, especially for nano-scale polymers, was not accurately 

known and the plate models, to solve the problem analytically, is too complicated; 

researchers have made the compromise of using zero value for Poisson's ratio and 

neglected the effect of horizontal force on lateral deflection or used the beam bending 
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model (where Poisson's ratio is zero, the plate model equation simplifies to the beam 

bending equation). 

However, in general the range of Poisson's ratio is known (i.e. the maximum value of 

Poisson's ratio is 0.5 and the minimum is zero). Negative values have also been reported 

[16] which means that the pattern expands laterally while exposed to the horizontal 

tension. Also, recently the narrower range for Poisson's ratio of some photoresists is 

suggested [17]. In this study inclusion of Poisson's ratio is addressed by using the Finite 

Element Analysis (see Chapter 3). 

Yoshimoto et al. [18] improved Tanaka's elastic beam bending model for calculating the 

pattern deformation to an elasto-plastic beam bending model. They stated that depending 

on the yield stress of photoresist, elastic, plastic, or elasto-plastic model should be applied 

to calculate the pattern deformation. However, due to the following reasons plastic 

analysis is not required. Nevertheless, the elasto-plastic deformation analysis using the 

Finite Element method is provided in Appendix A. 

In most of the cases the pattern is peeled off from its base (where it meets the substrate) 

instead of plastic deformation (this point is addressed in Chapter 2). Also, if the pattern is 

not peeled off, for typical polymers at room temperature where deformation is smaller 

than 4% of the structure height, deformation is in the elastic region (after the drying of 

rinse liquid, pattern restores its initial state). For example, for a 1:1 line-space pattern 

with the AR (Aspect Ratio; the ratio of pattern height over its width) of 5, as long as the 
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pattern's deformation is smaller than 40% of the half of the trough width, deformation is 

in the elastic region. Also, if the pattern's deformation exceeded the value of 40% of the 

half of the trough width, as will be shown, the pattern will collapse. 

By increasing the pattern deformation, rinse interface curvature value and consequently 

Laplace pressure increases (see Chapter 2 for more details). On the other hand, by 

increasing the pattern deformation in the elastic region, restoring force of the pattern 

which acts against the Laplace pressure, increases linearly (similar to a stretched spring in 

elastic region, see Chapter 2 for more details). However, in the plastic region for further 

pattern deformation, restoring force does not increase or even in some cases decrease. So, 

as soon as the deformation of pattern reached the plastic region (which is the 40% of the 

half of the trough width for AR of 5) deformation continues till collapse. 

As shown before, it is deemed that to date the most proper approach for predicting the 

pattern deformation, which is widely studied and cited, is Tanaka's analytical model [7]. 

So, Tanaka's model was used as a departure point and studied for different pattern 

materials and geometries as well as different rinse liquids to find the optimum values for 

which pattern deformation is at its minimum value (further details of Tanaka's model are 

provided in Chapter 2). In this study, after mentioning the collapse solution methods 

based on Tanaka's model, shortages of Tanaka's model will be addressed to find that 

whether the collapse solution methods based on Tanaka's model are still useful. 
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1-4 Pattern Collapse Problem Resolutions Based on Tanaka's Beam 

Bending Model 

In this section, all of the applied approaches to resolve the pattern collapse based on 

findings from Tanaka's model are listed, described and compared to find the most 

effective approach. Based on Tanaka's model, pattern deformation decreases by either a 

pattern stiffness increase (for example by increasing the elasticity modulus of pattern) or 

a Laplace pressure decrease (for example by increasing the spacing between two parallel 

patterns or decreasing the surface tension of the rinse liquid). 

1-4.1 Pattern Stiffness Increase 

Tanaka et al. [19] increased the photoresist hardness by flood exposure using a high 

pressure mercury lamp during rinsing and obtained slimmer patterns. To increase the 

mechanical strength, Choi and Kim [20] applied a sidewall profile to manufacture tall and 

slim features without collapse. The method Choi and Kim used is called Deep Reactive 

Ion Etching (DRIE) fabrication. Olynick et al. [3] used the buttress to increase the 

stability of patterns and obtained dense features. Vora et al. [21] increased the overall 

stiffness of SU-8 (a common photoresist used in photolithography) features by using top-

plate support members and prevented collapse. Shibata et al. [22] formed a nano-

composite photoresist system by mixing unspecified amounts of fullerenes C60 and C70 

into ZEP520 (a positive photoresist). C60 Molecules which are tiny particles with the 

diameter of approximately 0.7nm fill the free space between photoresist molecules and 

reinforce the mechanical strength of the photoresist. 
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1-4.2 Laplace Pressure Decrease 

To decrease the Laplace pressure the surface tension and/or the curvature value of the 

rinse liquid interface should be decreased (see Eq. 1-3). Curvature value decreases by 

increasing the spacing between two adjacent patterns and/or the contact angle. As spacing 

is related to the design of the device, most of the researchers tried to minimize the 

deformation by surface tension decrease and/or contact angle increase. 

1-4.2.1 Surface Tension Decrease 

Adding surfactant to the rinse liquid is an approach to reduce the deformation through 

decreasing the surface tension. Tanaka et al. [23] added additives to Dl-water and found 

when the concentration of additives reached the CMC (critical micelle concentration), 

surface tension and consequently Laplace pressure decreased drastically. However, this 

concentration of surfactant is harmful to the pattern and causes defects or melting of the 

pattern. Junarsa et al. [24] found that fluoro-surfactants at concentrations lower than 

CMC (approximately half) can be useful to decrease the surface tension by 20-30%. The 

concentration of surfactant was still high enough to damage the pattern. Tanaka et al. [23] 

showed that further decrease of the concentration of surfactant is not useful for 

decreasing the Laplace pressure. At very low solution concentrations the contact angle 

drastically decreases (due to the absorption of surfactant to the photoresist's side wall) 

while the surface tension only slightly decreases causing Laplace pressure to increase 

overall. 
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Application of low surface tension liquids instead of water for rinsing was the other 

method to eliminate the effect of surface tension and resolve the collapse problem. 

Yamashita [25] suggested Perfluorohexane as a low surface tension (approximately 

lOmN/m) rinse and obtained a higher aspect ratio (i.e. 5) compared to the aspect ratio of 

4 when water was used as rinse in 450nm thick ZEP (Nippon Zeon Co.) photoresist. 

Ohtsu et al. [26] also suggested rinsing with Fluorinert as a liquid with low surface 

tension (13mN/m). Ki-Soo and Lee [27] showed that in-house rinse liquids (HR series) 

have lower surface tensions (i.e. 26mN/m) compared to commercial ones (i.e. 45mN/m). 

However, in-house rinse liquids attacked the photoresist and caused surface damage to 

the photoresist. 

The disadvantage of using the above mentioned liquids is that these liquids are poor 

solvents for photoresist polymers. Addition of liquids, such as alcohols, to water to lower 

the surface tension of the rinse is another approach. Reese [28] added Isopropyl alcohol 

(IPA) to Dl-water to resolve the collapse, but found high concentrations of IPA dissolve 

the pattern. In general, for positive photoresists, the alcohol causes pattern pitting [29]. 

In the supercritical state there is no liquid-gas interface. Therefore, surface tension 

vanishes and Laplace pressure becomes zero (see Eq. 1-3). As such, the developing step 

with supercritical carbon dioxide seems proper for decreasing the pattern deformation as 

developer dries in a Laplace pressure-free process. The obstacle to developing with 

carbon dioxide is that carbon dioxide is a very poor solvent for common polymers used 

as photoresists (most photoresists require water as the developer). To reduce the 
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possibility of collapse (because of water's high surface tension) after development the 

water can be replaced with another substance such as supercritical carbon dioxide (i.e. 

rinsing with supercritical carbon dioxide). The challenge was that negligible amounts of 

water dissolve in the carbon dioxide. 

Because water easily dissolves in ethanol and ethanol dissolves in carbon dioxide, 

Namatsu [30] used ethanol to indirectly dissolve water in carbon dioxide. The above 

procedure was long and expensive. Also, ethanol was harmful to the pattern. Goldfarb et 

al. [31] replaced ethanol as an intermediate liquid by n-hexane mediated by an organic 

surfactant. Organic solvents such as n-alkanols and n-alkanes are miscible with 

supercritical carbon dioxide, if pressure is held above 9.5MPa in the temperature range of 

31-45 degrees Celsius. However, maintenance of pressure and temperature in that 

specific range adds cost to the procedure. Recently, for manufacturing features below 

65nm, new photoresist components such as molecular glass, soluble in carbon dioxide, 

have been applied by Felix et al. [32], but application of glass is not common and is 

expensive. The application of molecular glass may be promising for the future. 

Tanaka et al. [33] applied a freeze-drying process with tert-butylalcohol to avoid collapse 

(surface tension of their frozen material was very low). Freeze-drying material must have 

a melting point close to room temperature. The melting point of tert-butylalcohol is 25.4 

degrees Celsius. During freeze drying, rinse liquid significantly expands which may 

cause damage to the patterns, however. 
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1-4.2.2 Contact Angle Increase 

Lee et al. [34] increased the contact angle by changing the shape of the photoresist profile 

at its top to a round shape rather than a flat top profile. However, manufacturing of 

patterns with a round top is not easy. Also, as the level of liquid due to the drying goes 

down, the rounded top of the pattern to increase the contact angle is no longer useful. 

Drechsler et al. [35] suggested a rinsing process with cationic surfactant as a method to 

increase the contact angle without changing the surface tension. They showed that at a 

one-tenth of CMC, contact angle increases by 10 degrees. As the concentration was not 

very high, damage to the pattern was negligible. Drechsler et al. [36] also studied the 

effect of hydrocarbon chain length of the surfactant on contact angle. They found that by 

increasing the hydrocarbon chain, the adsorption of surfactant to the pattern surface 

increased. The adsorption increase raised the contact angle which decreased Laplace 

pressure. This method is inexpensive, easy and imposes no damage to the pattern. So, 

based on Tanaka's beam bending model, apparently the most promising and economical 

method to resolve the pattern collapse problem is adding cationic surfactants (which 

increases the contact angle in the order of 10 degrees). 

In the following section shortcomings of Tanaka's beam bending model are listed and 

described. By describing the shortcomings the development of a new model for finding 

the pattern deformation will be started. In Chapters 2 and 3 a new model is fully 

developed. After the model is developed, the model will be used to determine whether 
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adding cationic surfactants (to increase contact angle by 10 degrees) is really useful for 

pattern collapse resolution (see Chapter 2). 

1-5 Shortcomings of Tanaka's Beam Bending Models 

Tanaka's beam bending model was valid for the case of two-line parallel pattern. Also, 

the rinse liquid interface was modeled as a part of a cylinder (see Chapter 2). 

As will be shown, the effect of surface tension force on the three-phase line is not 

considered in Tanaka's beam bending model or any other models in the literature. 

Furthermore, in general for some geometries (e.g. short length two-line parallel patterns, 

L- and box-shaped patterns) application of beam bending models is invalid. The reason is 

that for these cases the rinse interface shape is not cylindrical and/or the pattern cannot be 

modeled as a beam. For these cases a FE (coupled Surface Evolver-ANSYS) model will 

be developed to model and find the pattern deformation (see Chapter 3). Surface Evolver 

is a Finite Element based software used to find the rinse liquid interface shape and its 

curvature value (see Appendix B). ANSYS is a widely known Finite Element package 

used to simulate the pattern deformation. 

1-5.1 Inclusion of Surface Tension Force 

To date, the effect of liquid-vapor surface tension, a concentrated force operating on the 

three-phase line, is not considered in beam bending models. According to Young's 

equation, parallel to the pattern's side wall projection of the liquid-vapor surface tension 
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is cancelled by considering liquid-solid and solid-vapor surface tensions. However, the 

normal to the pattern's side wall projection of the liquid-vapor surface tension is 

unbalanced. As such, the value of surface tension force (STF) on the three-phase line is 

equal to the projection of liquid-vapor surface tension normal to the pattern's side wall. 

The order of magnitude of the STF is defined by performing a dimensionless analysis and 

comparing the order of magnitudes of the Laplace pressure to that of the STF. It is found 

that the order of magnitude of the force due to Laplace pressure to that due to STF is H/d 

(pattern height over trough width). As in most of the cases pattern trough width is equal 

to the pattern width, so the order of magnitude of the force due to Laplace pressure to that 

of STF is in the range of AR (H/w, the ratio of pattern height over pattern width). As H 

and d are in the same order of magnitude, so Laplace pressure and STF are in the same 

order of magnitude as well (see Appendix D for more details). 

To see the importance of consideration of the STF, a new beam bending model will be 

developed and its results will be compared with Tanaka's beam bending model (see 

Chapter 2). The new beam bending model uses superposition principal to calculate the 

pattern deformation due to both the STF and the Laplace pressure. The new beam 

bending model uses cylindrical interface shape assumption. As such, the new beam 

bending model is only valid for two-line parallel patterns with large LAR (the ratio of 

pattern length over spacing between two lines) values. For these geometries the pattern 

can be modeled as a beam, and the assumption of cylindrical shape for the interface is 

satisfactory. But in this thesis, a Finite Element based method is also developed to deal 
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with cases such as two-line parallel patterns with small LAR values, box-shaped and L-

shaped patterns. 

1-5.2 Short Length Two-line parallel Patterns 

To date, similar to Tanaka's model, other literatures have assumed cylindrical shape for 

the interface of the rinse liquid between the two-line parallel patterns (e.g. Kotera and 

Ochiai [37]). Despite other assumptions used in Tanaka's model (such as the elastic 

deformation assumption) which were criticized by other researchers, the cylindrical shape 

assumption for the rinse interface has remained, and there has been no attempt to improve 

it. Only Stoykovich et al. [38] constrained the size of test feature structures to have LAR 

values greater than 15. They stated that for their specific experimental case where LAR 

value is larger than 15, the interface shape is almost cylindrical. It should be noted that in 

their research there was no comparison of the interface shape or curvature value from the 

experiment to the cylindrical model to prove their statement. 

For the two-line parallel pattern, the curvature value from Surface Evolver will be 

compared to that from the cylindrical model at different LAR values. This will be done to 

find how large LAR values should be in order to assume that the rinse interface shape is 

cylindrical and the new beam bending model is valid. 
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1-5.3 Box- and L-Shaped Patterns 

For other pattern configurations such as box- and L-shaped patterns [39], the interface 

shape is not cylindrical and the pattern cannot be modeled as a beam. For such 

configurations the rinse interface curvature is calculated by Surface Evolver. 

Subsequently, the Finite Element method using ANSYS is applied to calculate the pattern 

deformation value (see Chapter 3). 

1-6 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 is the introduction which includes the background and purpose and research 

behind the thesis. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis discusses the effect of the inclusion of STF in the beam bending 

model. The purpose at this stage is to develop a new analytical beam bending model for 

finding the pattern deformation of a two-line parallel pattern with a very long length. In 

Chapter 2, infinite length is assumed for the pattern so one may ensure that the interface 

shape is cylindrical. For the case of a two-line parallel pattern, curvature values from 

Surface Evolver and the cylindrical interface model are compared at different LAR 

values. Comparison defines a range of LAR where cylindrical interface assumption is 

valid. For the defined range of LAR the new analytical beam bending model results 

(which are easier than Finite Element results; discussed in Chapter 3) are valid. By using 

the new beam bending model, the effect on the pattern deformation of changing the rinse 

liquid or adding surfactant to the rinse is observed. For example, using the new beam 

bending model the state-of-the-art method for resolving the pattern collapse based on 
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Tanaka's model (see section 1-4.2.2) is checked. The purpose is to determine if the 

method is always useful to resolve the pattern collapse. 

Chapter 3 defines different pattern geometries, rather than a two-line parallel pattern with 

a large length, where the beam bending model is invalid. These geometries are common 

in case of microprocessor manufacturing (i.e. two-line parallel patterns with short length, 

box- and L-shaped patterns). For these complex geometries, the cylindrical model is 

unable to find the interface curvature value, and/or simulation of the pattern as a beam is 

invalid. 

Curvature values of the rinse liquid interface for these geometries is found using Surface 

Evolver (curvature value defines the Laplace pressure). The interface shape in general is 

not cylindrical, and the three-phase line is not necessarily a straight line. Three-phase line 

defines the area, where Laplace pressure is operative, and the line, where STF is 

operative (i.e. Laplace pressure is operative on the area underneath the three-phase line 

and STF operates on the three-phase line). By knowing the pattern geometry and 

cohesive forces and their location, a model for the pattern will be created in ANSYS, a 

Finite Element (FE) software, and the pattern deformation will be found. The details of 

FE method are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is the conclusions. In this chapter future 

possible works are discussed. 
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Figure 1-1 Photolithography procedure is shown. One of the obstacles of 

photolithography process is collapse of photoresists during drying the rinse liquid. 
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Figure 1-2 Schematic of a MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect-

Transistor) is shown. 
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Figure 1-3 Pattern collapse for the case of a two-line parallel pattern is shown, (a) non 

deformed, (b) deformed and (c) collapsed. 
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Chapter 2 - Analytical Study of the Pattern Collapse in Photolithography 

Process Using Modified Capillary Forces 

2-1 Introduction 

One of the problems during manufacturing of micro- and nano-features using 

photolithography is the collapse of features, colloquially called "pattern collapse". Pattern 

collapse is the lasting deformation (any or combination of bending, breaking, tearing or 

peeling) of features due to unbalanced capillary forces. Pattern collapse is observed in 

photoresists and substrates. Photoresist collapse mostly happens in microprocessor 

manufacturing during drying the rinse liquid applied to wash the feature after the 

development step. Substrate collapse occurs in MEMS and NEMS fabrication process 

during drying the rinse liquid applied to wash the feature after the etching step. Factors 

affecting pattern collapse can be categorized into three groups: (i) pattern's geometry, (ii) 

pattern's material, and (iii) rinse liquid and its related capillary forces. Each of these three 

categories is represented by few parameters in a model (for example, pattern height can 

be one of the parameters regarding the pattern's geometry category). A complete pattern 

deformation model should consider all parameters affecting the pattern deformation. A 

literature review is performed to find the to-date parameters used in pattern collapse 

models. As will be shown, the literature models lack two parameters. By including these 

two parameters a new (more accurate) model to simulate the pattern collapse will be 

developed. 
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To date, the basic geometrical parameter, affecting the pattern deformation, has been the 

pattern's aspect ratio (AR or H/w; see Fig. 2-1 for definition of H and w). In this study a 

new geometrical parameter affecting the pattern collapse is defined as the longitudinal 

aspect ratio (LAR or L/d; see Fig. 2-1). The need for defining LAR on pattern deformation 

analysis is shown under the rinse liquid and related capillary forces discussion. 

The effect of pattern's material on the pattern deformation has been considered through 

(i) the interaction of the material and rinse liquid as manifested by contact angle (9) and, 

(ii) the modulus of elasticity for the pattern's material (E). However, yield stress [1], 

adhesion to the substrate [2, 3 and 4], swelling probability [5] are other parameters which 

are not considered in this study and may be considered in future models for 

completeness. 

Rinsing liquid and its related capillary forces have been studied, to date, by considering 

only Laplace pressure, AP, [1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16]. Laplace pressure 

is the pressure difference across the liquid-air interface, shown in Fig. 2-1, and is a 

function of rinse liquid surface tension (y) and rinse interface curvature (Eq. 2-1): 

where R: and R2 are the principal radii of curvature at a point on the interface. To date, 

for pattern collapse studies the rinse liquid interface is modeled simply with a cylindrical 

shape, e.g. [1, 7, 8, 9 and 10]; as such, AP is described as: 
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^p=2rcos0 (2-2) 

d 

Equation 2-2 reveals that Laplace pressure effect can be studied by changing the distance 

between two adjacent patterns (d, see Fig. 2-1), surface tension of the rinse liquid (y) and 

the contact angle (0). As will be shown, the validity of the cylindrical shape assumption 

for the rinse interface or validity of Eq. 2-2 depends on the value of LAR. This describes 

the reason of defining LAR as a new parameter. 

In this study another contributor to capillary forces other than Laplace pressure will be 

introduced. The other capillary force that has been neglected is the surface tension force 

(STF) which is a concentrated force operating on the three-phase line. Three-phase line is 

where three bulk phases of solid, liquid and vapor meet. The STF is different from 

Laplace pressure and should be considered in the pattern collapse analysis. To clarify, 

consider a flat liquid-air interface where AP = 0 (as Rr and R{ -» oo), nonetheless, STF 

will still exert a force on the pattern (see Fig. 2-2b). For sessile drops on soft flat surfaces 

Extrand and Kumagai [17] showed that the STF is of such magnitude that it can deform 

the surface (in the shape of a ridge) at the three-phase line. 

In the next sections, first based on literature models for pattern deformation, the effects of 

geometrical on pattern deformation will be discussed by changing pattern and rinse 

related parameters. Next, by including the two neglected parameters (LAR and STF) in 

the pattern deformation models a new model will be developed. Using the new pattern 

deformation model, adding cationic surfactant approach (see Chapter 1) will be tested to 
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find whether this approach is always useful i.e. whether increasing contact angle by 10 

degrees always decreases the pattern deformation. 

Literature models have shown that manufacturing of denser features results in a higher 

AR value, and a higher possibility of collapse, e.g. [7]. In most cases, pattern's geometry 

is dictated by the design limitation. As such, studying pattern's geometry will guide one 

to determine if for a given geometry there is a need to change other factors such as the 

rinse liquid or the pattern's material and resolve the pattern collapse. 

Based on literature models, a proper material to decrease the pattern deformation is the 

one with a large modulus of elasticity and contact angle. However, a material with 

combination of large modulus of elasticity and high contact angle with the ease of 

process implementation is not readily available or economical [1, 7, 8, 9 and 10]. Instead 

of changing the pattern's material, one may change the characteristic of the existing 

pattern. Increasing the contact angle will be studied in the next section. For increasing the 

stiffness of patterns the following strategies have been used: heating during rinsing, 

adding nano-particles to form nano-composites [18], flood exposing the patterns [19], 

using sidewall profiles [20, 21] and buttressed zone plates [22]. Application of the above 

methods may not be economical for mass production. 

Based on literature models, selection of a rinse liquid with a small surface tension and 

large contact angle, to lower the capillary force, seems useful (d is a fixed design factor). 

Jincao et al. [11] used a rinse liquid with low surface tension to decrease the Laplace 
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pressure and obtained high ARs without collapse but their experiments had its own 

limitations (see Chapter 1). Supercritical [12, 13, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27] and freeze 

dryings [28] are processes with none or very low surface tension effects, but are costly 

and have process limitations. Adding surfactant at concentrations near the critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) is another way of decreasing surface tension to improve pattern 

collapse [14, 15 and 16]. At these concentrations surface tension is lowered significantly 

however, some surfactants interact with patterns and melt or cause them to dissolve. 

Cationic surfactants increase the contact angle with a slight change of surface tension 

[29]. As will be shown, increasing the contact angle is desired for decreasing the Laplace 

pressure. Based on literature models for predicting pattern deformation, adding cationic 

surfactants seems the most proper method for resolving the pattern collapse. This method 

is easy to apply and proper for mass production. However, as will be discussed later the 

newly developed model shows that adding cationic surfactants may have an adverse 

effect on pattern collapse in some cases. 

In this study contact angle is assumed constant and equal to the equilibrium contact 

angle. However, during drying of the rinse liquid, the level of rinse interface in the space 

between two patterns recedes and receding contact angle [30] (which may not be equal to 

the equilibrium contact angle) may be a more relevant factor. 

In summary, two added parameters in the new model compared to literature models are: 

(i) STF the second contributor in capillary forces responsible for pattern collapse and (ii) 
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LAR which defines the region of validity of the cylindrical meniscus assumption (or Eq. 

2-2). 

The first part of this chapter deals with the effect of adding STF to analyze pattern 

collapse. A beam bending model will be developed to calculate the pattern deformation 

for a specific case of a two-line parallel pattern. In the second part, Surface Evolver [31 ] 

is applied to find the accuracy of the cylindrical interface model (CIM) for calculating 

Laplace pressure. LAR is defined as a parameter to show the accuracy and limits for 

applicability of CIM. It is needed as where interface shape is not cylindrical deformation 

results from the new model are invalid. In each of the two sections, effects of changing 

pattern's material, pattern's geometry, and rinse liquid on pattern collapse will be studied. 

2-2 Pattern Collapse Modeling 

Patterns are assumed as two-line parallel patterns which the space between them is filled 

with the rinse liquid. To represent the worst case scenario, it is assumed that the 

described system is surrounded by a gas phase and there is no rinse liquid outside the 

two-line parallel pattern. Patterns are also modeled as simple clamped cantilever beams 

and beam sway model of Deguchi et al. [32] is applied for pattern deformation analysis 

(see Fig. 2-3). At this stage cylindrical shape is assumed for the rinse interface shape 

(similar to other literature e.g. [7]). The next section defines the collapse criterion used in 

this study. 
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Lasting deformation is basically the definition of pattern collapse and occurs in two 

cases: (i) patterns (partly or completely) undergo the plastic deformation (ii) elastic 

deformation causes sticking of tips of adjacent patterns (elastic deformation before 

sticking of pattern tips is not generally problematic). For the following reason, in case of 

studying the collapse of photoresist patterns, the second case is more expected. Complete 

removal of the residue photoresist form the substrate after acid etching requires weaker 

bonding between photoresist and substrate (adhesion) compared to the bonding within the 

photoresist (cohesion). Furthermore, the maximum stress on the photoresist occurs at its 

base where adhesion force is operative [7]. As a result, in most of the cases, photoresist 

will be peeled off form the substrate before the base experiences plastic deformation. 

Therefore, simply here plastic analysis is not performed. 

The deformation mechanism of pattern is studied by comparing cohesive and restoring 

forces (first used by Tanaka et al. [7], but consideration of the STF was missing in their 

model). Simple example of cohesive and restoring forces is a spring being stretched. 

Cohesive force is the force exerted on the spring and restoring force is its resistance force 

against stretching. At the equilibrium state both restoring and cohesive forces are equal. 

Cohesive force in case of pattern collapse problem is composed of the Laplace pressure 

(AP) and horizontal projection of STF (Fx). By increasing the pattern deformation, AP 

increases and Fx remains almost unchanged. In elastic region, restoring force linearly 

increases with deformation. At the equilibrium, cohesive and restoring forces cancel each 
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other. As such, the deformation can be calculated by mathematically setting the cohesive 

and restoring forces equal to each other. 

2-3 Pattern Deformation Model Including STF 

The STF can be understood by considering the Young equation (Eq. 2-3) at the three-

phase line. 

where ySL, ysv and yLV are surface tensions of solid-liquid, solid-vapor and liquid-vapor 

interfaces, respectively. Considering Fig. 2-2a and Eq. 2-3, the horizontal force resulting 

from the normal projection of surface tension of the liquid-vapor to the pattern's side 

wall, acts as a concentrated force along the three-phase line. 

The STF is not considered in previous studies and a new term, STF deformation (S2), 

should be added to deformation due to Laplace pressure ( ^ ) . Also, as will be shown 

considering the STF causes an indirect increase in Laplace pressure deformation 

considering Tanaka's model [7], and Sx from Tanaka's model needs to be recalculated. 

An example is given to show the need for considering the effect of the STF on pattern 

deformation. For studying pattern collapse problem, Jung et al. [15] prepared different 

pattern dimensions (all line and space shape patterns). They filled the patterns' troughs 

with water and changed the contact angles and surface tensions by adding different 

surfactants to the water. In Table 2-1 pressure differences across the rinse liquid interface 

(Laplace pressure) for three of their solutions are shown. It is observed that Laplace 
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pressure is higher when liquid is solution-A (compared to solutions B and C). So, based 

on Tanaka's model, which only considers the Laplace pressure as the cohesive force, 

maximum deformation should occur in presence of solution-A. The horizontal projection 

of STF for three different solutions using contact angle and surface tension values in [15] 

are also shown in Table 2-1. It was observed that the horizontal projection of the STF is 

very small for solution-A (compared to solutions B and C). From Jung et al. [15] 

experiment, it was observed that the lowest pattern deformation happens in presence of 

solution-A (compared to solutions B and C) unlike as predicted by model in [7]. This can 

point to the importance of the effect of STF on pattern deformation. 

Regarding Table 2-1, it should be noted that Laplace pressures are normalized by 

dividing them to Laplace pressures if the rinse liquid was Dl-water (because trough width 

data are missing in [15]). Horizontal projections of the STFs are also normalized by 

dividing them to the STF if the rinse liquid was Dl-water for the same pattern geometry. 

In the next sections the analytical model for calculations of 5X and 52 are described. 

2-3.1 Analytical Model for Calculation of S2 

Since the slope of the feature hardly changes as a result of pattern deformation, the 

cohesive force due to STF (Fx) remains almost constant as: 

Fx = yLsind (2-4) 

Restoring force of a pattern (modeled as a beam) due to any concentrated force (CF) as a 

function of deformation (SCF) is [33]: 
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CF 
3SCFEI (2-5) 

H3 

where lis the moment of inertia for cross sectional area of the beam/pattern, and is: 

= Lwl (2-6) 
12 

By comparing Eq. 2-4 with Eq. 2-5, deformation due to the STF is calculated as (note 

that SCF is replaced by S2): 

_4yH3sm9 (2~V 

To elucidate the importance of STF in the pattern deformation model, consider a simple 

case of a flat interface introduced in the Introduction. Literatures suggest that collapse 

would never occur since deformation due to the Laplace pressure (£j) is always zero. 

However, considering Eq. 2-7, definition of AR (= — ) , and the fact that if half of the d 

w 

value is reached then pattern is considered collapsed (tips of two patterns/beams touch), 

one can derive Eq. 2-8 to find the maximum AR value for which, if exceeded, collapse 

will occur. 

AR.I^l (2"8) 

\&ysmG 

For example, for values of E, d, y and 6 of 4GPa, 65nm, 72mN/m and 60 degrees, 

respectively, if the AR value becomes greater than 8, pattern will collapse. 
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2-3.2 Analytical Model for Calculation of 8X 

Considering STF (Fx) in addition to directly changing the total deformation by S2, also 

indirectly changes the Sl through changing the Laplace pressure value. The mechanism 

is as follows: S2 increases the curvature of an already curved interface, and consequently 

the Laplace pressure, AP, will increase (see Eq. 2-9). The AP increase, increases the 5X. 

As such, the literature formulation for finding Sx (e.g. [7]) needs modifications to account 

for the indirect effect of STF. 

Radii of curvature, in CIM model, by considering the total pattern deformation, 8r (= 

t>j + S2), are found as: , 

^ "-2ST (2-9) 

2cos(6 - </>T) 

where <f>T is the slope of the pattern at the three-phase line (see Fig. 2-3). Laplace 

pressure (cause of the cohesive force) can be found from Eqs. 2-1 and 2-9 as: 

Ap=2lcos(9-^l (2-10) 

d — 18T 

Restoring pressure (conceptually is restoring force but to make the comparison easy and 

with uniform units, restoring force is divided by the pattern area) of a beam due to any 

capillary pressure (CP) related to the deformation (8CP ) is [33]: 

CP = 
8EI8CP (2-11) 

LH* 

Equations 2-10 and 2-11 should be set equal to one another to find Sx (deformation due 

to Laplace pressure). Therefore the steps in derivation of the model from Tanaka et al. [7] 
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and current one have been similar. However, in the next step, Tanaka's model neglected 

the effect of the STF on 8X (i.e. 8T ~ 8X and (j)T « ^,), and used the small deformation 

AS 
assumption (i.e. s i n^« t an^« ). As will be shown, the effect of the STF on 8X is 

3H 

significant and must therefore be considered. For the cases examined in this study, 

relaxation of small deformation assumption resulted in a negligible change (less than 1%) 

in deformation values (see Appendix C). However, for finding a general relation, in this 

study small deformation assumption is relaxed. The relation for finding the 8X is found as 
(see Appendix D for derivation details): 

J((§)'+1X(%)'+1)1 iH 2H 2H 'H] ^ (2-12) 
(d-2(8x+82)) 3H4 ' 

Due to its implicit nature, Eq. 2-12 should be solved numerically in conjunction with Eq. 

2-7 for d2, to find 8X. Figure 2-4 shows cohesive (LHS of Eq. 2-12) and restoring (RHS 

of Eq. 2-12) pressures on a pattern versus 8X. Depending on pattern geometries, pattern 

materials, and rinse liquids, cohesive and restoring pressure curves may intersect. If 

cohesive and restoring pressure curves did not intersect it means that the cohesive force is 

always higher than the restoring force, and collapse will occur. Even where cohesive and 

restoring pressure curves met, the intersection point does not guarantee that collapse has 

not occurred as ST should always be less than the half pitch, i.e. 8T < — (pattern tips 

touching). 
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To demonstrate the effect of the STF on Laplace pressure deformation ( Sx) consider the 

following example. In Fig. 2-4 cohesive forces due to the Laplace pressure are calculated 

by (i) Tanaka's model and (ii) current model for Sx (small deformation assumption is 

relaxed and effect of the STF on Sx is considered). It is observed that for the specific case 

presented in Fig. 2-4, Tanaka's model predicts 5X &32nm, whereas the current model 

predicts collapse (cohesive and restoring pressure curves do not intersect). Note that the 

deformation values in this section and Fig. 2-4 are Sx (i.e. deformation caused by Laplace 

pressure) not ST. 

During pattern deformation, Laplace pressure and horizontal projection of STF rotate as 

they remain perpendicular to the pattern. The current analytical beam bending model is 

unable to consider the force rotation. A Finite Element model is developed in Chapter 3 

to calculate the deformation by considering the force rotations. It should also be 

mentioned that in this study the effect of evaporation on rinse during collapse and 

receding contact angle discussion are neglected. 

By knowing the values for 5X (above section) and 52(section 2-3.1), and using 

superposition principle (superposition principal is valid in elastic region), total 

deformation (ST) of patterns is calculated as the summation of Laplace pressure 

deformation (Sx), and STF deformation (52), i.e. 8T = dx +d2 (see Fig. 2-3). Results 

from the developed analytical model are shown in the next section. 
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2-4 Results From the New Analytical Pattern Deformation Model 

From the pattern deformation model with inclusion of the STF, for the cases studied, it is 

found that for large surface tension (y), small trough width (d), see Table 2-2, and small 

elasticity modulus (E), see Table 2-3, pattern deformation increases. Also, by decreasing 

the pattern height (H) or increasing the pattern width (w), pattern deformation decreases. 

To meet technological needs (i.e. feature size decrease) and keep the AR value constant 

for proper etching process, pattern width and height should decrease at the same rate. By 

decreasing the pattern height and width at the same rate (i.e. constant AR) for a fixed d 

pattern deformation decreases (see Fig. 2-5). So, at constant AR and d, the pattern with 

larger dimensions is more susceptible to collapse (see Table 2-4). However, in most of 

the cases d is equal to w i.e. 1:1 line and space patterns. It is found that decrease of w, d 

and H at the same rate increases the pattern deformation (see Table 2-5). As such, for 1:1 

line and space patterns by shrinking the pattern size maintaining the desired AR becomes 

challenging. 

For the studied cases, for small AR values (see Table 2-6), large contact angles (see Table 

2-7), large trough widths (see Table 2-2) and large elastic modulus (see Table 2-3) the 

error of using Tanaka's model increases, i.e. error relative to the new analytical model. It 

should be mentioned that Tables 2-2 to 2-6 are for 9 = 45°, however for 9 = 5° and 85° 

similar trends for the results were observed. 

Literature models, e.g. Tanaka's model [7], predicted that by increasing the contact angle 

pattern deformation decreases. The new analytical model with inclusion of the STF 
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shows that increase of contact angle in some ranges may increase the pattern deformation 

and/or cause collapse (see Fig. 2-6). This is important as strategies for decreasing the 

pattern deformation and avoiding pattern collapse such as adding cationic surfactants 

may cause a worsening of the pattern collapse. Note that cationic surfactants adsorb to 

the photoresist surface and increase the contact angle in the order of 10 degrees without 

significant change of the liquid surface tension [29]. 

2-5 Non-Cylindrical Rinse Interface Shapes 

The purpose of this section is to show the shortcomings of using a cylindrical interface 

model (CIM). To date CIM is used for calculating interface curvature (consequently AP) 

and predicting pattern collapse. In this section limitations of application of CIM will be 

presented. As will be shown later, LAR will be used as the primary parameter to quantify 

the limitation of the CIM. 

To investigate the appropriateness of CIM and determine the limits of its applicability, in 

general, Surface Evolver (SE) is applied. Surface Evolver is a Finite Element based 

software for calculating the equilibrium shape of interfaces based on total energy (E) 

minimization for defined surface tensions, interface areas and constraints [31]. 

Minimization of total energy (E) to find the equilibrium state is done by conjugate 

gradient method. Knowing that rinse-pattern interface area change is equal to that of air-

pattern (i.e. AASV = -AASL) and using Eq. 2-3, energy change (AE) as a result of small 

variation in the system's state can be formulated as: 

AE = yhW (AALy - cos 9 x AASL ) (2-13) 
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According to Eq. 2-13, initial geometry and 0 should be defined as inputs for SE [34] 

(effect of yLY is considered in 9). For a given liquid, minimization of AE is equivalent 

to minimizing the value inside the parentheses. At the equilibrium both AE and the value 

inside the parentheses would be zero. 

As seen in Fig. 2-7 using SE, curvature values are found for different initial liquid height 

(ILH) values. ILH is the interface height before initiating minimization or the average 

interface height, and is an indication of rinse liquid volume (see Fig. 2-7). Volume is a 

factor to consider as for a very large, and a very small liquid volume, interface shape is 

influenced by liquid overfilling, and the bottom surface (split the single air-liquid 

interface into two separate air-liquid interfaces), respectively. To avoid complexities that 

are out of the scope of this study, very large and small liquid volume cases will not be 

discussed. As such, moderate ILH values will be used in the rest of our analysis. It should 

also be mentioned that CIM cannot describe overfill and underfill cases. 

Deformation due to Laplace pressure is function of both pressure and area on which 

Laplace pressure is exerted. The worst case scenario in studying pattern collapse is the 

condition at which combined pressure and exposed area reach the maximum values. Area 

exposed to Laplace pressure is limited to area beneath the three-phase line. It can be 

shown that by increasing ILH from zero to overfill values (i) area exposed to Laplace 

pressure increases till the three-phase line reaches the pattern edge, then area remains at 

its maximum possible value which is equal to pattern surface area (ii) Laplace pressure 

(or curvature value) is constant in a wide region of ILH then starts to decrease for very 
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large ILH values (see Fig. 2-7). It is observed that for the cases studied in this chapter at 

the ILH value that Laplace pressure starts to decrease three-phase line is located on the 

upper edge of the pattern. So the worst case scenario is where exposed area is the entire 

pattern surface and pressure is equal to its value at the moderate ILH (see Fig. 2-7). It 

should also be noted that where LAR is very large (LAR ->• <x>) pressure at the moderate 

ILH is equal to CIM pressure (see Fig. 2-7). 

In the remainder of this section curvature values will be studied for liquid interface inside 

two-line parallel and box-shaped patterns using SE and compared with CIM results. A 

box-shaped geometry has four sides, where a two-line parallel has two walls with open 

ends. The general shape of rinse interface inside two-line parallel and box-shaped 

patterns are shown in Fig. 2-8. It should be mentioned that for both cases where pattern 

length is very large (L -> co) the effect of the ends (open or closed) on the interface 

shape become negligible and interface shape become cylindrical (Fig. 2-8a). 

2-5.1 Rinse Interface inside Two-Line Parallel and Box-Shaped Patterns 

At finite pattern length values, the interface shape deviates from cylindrical. Using SE, it 

is found that non-cylindrical interfaces can have curvature values different from CIM 

curvatures (curvature from CIM remains constant for any L). Beam bending model uses 

CIM for calculating pattern deformation. So, in the cases that curvature value (and 

Laplace pressure consequently) from SE is not close to that from CIM, pattern 

deformation results found form beam bending model are invalid. Note that this is 

regardless of inclusion or exclusion of STF. 
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Comparison of SE and CIM curvature values reveals the error in using CIM. This error 

can quantify the region of validity of beam bending model for finding the pattern 

deformation. Comparison of SE and CIM curvature values can be done for different 

contact angle (9), pattern trough width (d) and pattern length (L). But two of the above 

three variables (L and d) are combined into a new variable (LAR); because by knowing 

the value of LAR, independent of d or L the error of using CIM can be defined (see 

Appendix E). 

For the prevalent range of contact angles, i.e. 9 < 60°, for both two-line parallel and box-

shaped patterns, the error in using CIM compared to SE is almost independent of 9 (see 

Fig. 2-9a). However, for the case of two-line parallel pattern where 9 becomes larger 

than 60° (which rarely happens) the error in using CIM becomes sensitive to 9 as well 

(see Fig. 2-9a). Therefore, in the prevalent range of contact angle for both two-line 

parallel and box-shaped patterns the error in using CIM compared to SE only depends on 

LAR value. 

For both two-line parallel and box-shaped patterns, the error in using CIM increases by 

decreasing the LAR value (Fig. 2-9b and Table 2-8). For example, for LAR values smaller 

than 10 the error of using CIM for calculating Laplace pressure value is larger than 10 

percent and increases for further decreasing of LAR value. It should be noted that in some 

cases only a few percent error in curvature value may lead to incorrect prediction of 

pattern deformation or collapse. However, in some other cases even 10 percent error is 

tolerable. Nevertheless, it is suggested that where LAR value is larger than 20, which 
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means that the error of using CIM to calculate the curvature value is less than 5%, 

considering the fact that applying CIM to calculate the curvature value is easier than SE, 

one may apply CIM to calculate the curvature value. Therefore, beam bending results are 

valid where LAR value is larger than 20. It is highly recommended that for LAR values 

smaller than 20 curvature of the interface should be calculated from SE model. For the 

cases that LAR is smaller than 20, Finite Element model discussed in Chapter 3 should be 

applied to find the pattern deformation (as beam bending results are invalid). 

2-5.2 Results From Non-cylindrical Rinse Interface Shape 

From SE it is found that in general for two-line parallel patterns, CIM provides larger 

curvature values(compared to SE) and consequently larger Laplace pressure values (e.g. 

see Fig. 2-10a). So, for a two-line parallel pattern, beam bending model overestimates the 

pattern deformation. For box-shaped patterns, CIM provides smaller curvature and 

consequently Laplace pressure values compared to SE (see Fig.2-10b). So, for box-

shaped patterns, CIM underestimates the deformation. It should be noted regardless of the 

value of LAR a box-shaped pattern cannot be modeled as a beam and beam bending 

model results are invalid for this case. Instead, Finite Element model should be used to 

find the pattern deformation (the point is addressed in Chapter 3). 

It is found that for both two-line parallel and box-shaped patterns, by increasing 6 and d, 

same as for CIM, curvature values and consequently Laplace pressure from SE decrease 

(e.g. Fig. 2-11). Increase of d does not affect the horizontal projection of STF but 

increase of 0 changes the horizontal projection of STF. So, increasing d always 
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decreases the deformation but for the effect of increasing 0 on pattern deformation, each 

specific case needs to be analyzed. 

2-6 Conclusions 

Unbalanced capillary force is the main cause of pattern collapse. Laplace pressure is not 

the only major contributor to the capillary force as it was thought to date. Surface tension 

force (STF) on three-phase line needs to be considered for an accurate analysis. Based on 

adding the effect of surface tension force on pattern deformation, a new analytical (beam 

bending model) is developed for predicting the pattern deformation for a two-line parallel 

pattern. Based on the new model for large ARs, contact angles (#) , trough widths (d) and 

small elasticity modulus (E) the importance of considering STF increases. Without 

considering STF literature models suggested that addition of cationic surfactants to the 

rinse liquid, resulting in increasing the contact angle, is a proper approach to resolve the 

collapse problem. However, by considering STF it was found that increasing the contact 

angle may increase the pattern deformation and worsen the collapse situation. 

To date, pattern collapse studies are based on cylindrical shape assumption for the rinse 

liquid-air interface. Interface curvature value determines the Laplace pressure. Analytical 

beam bending in this study also uses cylindrical shape assumption for the rinse liquid 

interface. Cylindrical shape assumption and application of the new beam bending model 

is valid for very long patterns where end edge effect is negligible. However, the term 

very long was undefined in literature. In this study, Surface Evolver as an alternative 

method to find the rinse interface curvature value was applied. Curvature values from 
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CIM are compared to those from SE at different pattern lengths, trough widths and 

contact angles. It was found that the error of calculating curvature using CIM is mainly a 

function of LAR (L/d). For LAR values larger than 20, CIM is accurate enough for 

developed beam bending model to predict valid deformation results. 

From SE results it is found that three-phase line shape and curvature value are functions 

of rinse liquid volume. The largest pattern deformation occurs at a volume where three-

phase line is straight line, area exposed to Laplace pressure is the entire pattern surface, 

and curvature value is the curvature before decreasing due to the overfilling effect. 

Based on calculated Laplace pressures, CIM overestimates the deformation value for 

two-line parallel patterns and underestimates the deformation value for box-shaped 

patterns. Regardless of the value of LAR beam bending model is unable to provide the 

deformation value for closed end patterns. 
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Tables 

Table 2-1 Surface tensions and contact angles of surfactant solutions in Jung et al. [15] 

experiment are presented. Two contributors in capillary force (i.e. STF on three phase 

line and Laplace pressure) are normalized with respect to the values for water, i.e. &Pwater 

and Fx(water). 

Surfactant 

Solution 

A 

B 

C 

Surface tension 

(mN/m) 

22 

20 

21 

Contact angle 

(degree) 

12.5 

54.7 

53.5 

AP 
water 

96 

52 

56 

Fx 

Fx(wate 

(%) 

7 

24 

25 

Table 2-2 Deformation at three different trough widths values is presented with and 

without considering surface tension force (H=250nm, E=5Gpa, 9 = 45", AR=4 and 

y = 12mNIm). 

d(rm) 

70 

104 

150 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

10.6 

5.4 

3.5 

5T (nm) new model 

13.2 

8 

6.1 

Error 
ST — 5 

ST 

(%) 

19.7 

32.5 

42.6 
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Table 2-3 Deformation for three different elasticity modulus values is presented with and 

without considering surface tension force (H=250nm, d=104nm, 0 = 45°, AR=4.5 and 

y = 12mN I m). 

E(GPa) 

3 

4 

5 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

20.2 

11.3 

8.3 

8T (nm) new model 

26.4 

16 

12 

Error 
8T — 8 

8T 
(%) 

23.4 

29.3 

30.8 

Table 2-4 Deformation with and without considering surface tension force at three 

different pattern widths is presented (AR=3, Y = 72mNlm, d=100nm, E=4Gp and 

0 = 45°). 

w(nm) 

50 

100 

150 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

1.6 

3.3 

5.3 

8T (nm) new model 

2.9 

4.9 

6.8 

Error 
8T —8 

8r 
(%) 

44.8 

32.6 

22 

50 



Table 2-5 Deformation with and without considering STF at three different pattern 

widths is presented (AR=3, y = 12mNIm, E=4Gpa, 9 = 45° and d=w). 

W(nm) 

50 

100 

150 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

3.7 

3.3 

3.2 

8T (nm) new model 

5.5 

4.9 

4.7 

Error 
8T -8 

8T 
(%) 

32.7 

32.6 

31.9 

Table 2-6 Deformation with and without considering STF at three different ARs is 

presented (H=250nm, d=104nm, E=5Gpa, 9 = 45° and y -12mNI m). 

AR 

4 

4.5 

5 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

5.4 

8.3 

13.1 

8T (nm) new model 

8 

12 

18.2 

Error 
8T —8 

8T 
(%) 

48 

45 

39 
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Table 2-7 Deformation with and without considering surface tension force at three 

different contact angles is presented (H=250nm, d=104nm, E=5Gpa, AR=4.5 and 

y = 12mNIm). 

0 

5 

45 

85 

8 (nm) Tanaka's model 

12.5 

8.3 

0.9 

5T (nm) new model 

12.9 

12 

6.1 

Error 
5T - 5 

ST 
(%) 

4 

45 

591 

52 



Table 2-8 Effect of increasing contact angle and LAR on curvature for two-line parallel 

and box-shaped patterns is summarized. Curvature is calculated form SE. 

Pattern Shape 

Two-line parallel 

(open-ends) 

Box-shaped 

(close-ends) 

Increasing 0 

Curvature and 

AP 

Decreases 

Decreases 

Error of using 

C M 

For 0 < 60° 

unchanged 

For all case of 

0 unchanged 

Increasing LAR 

Curvature and 

AP 

Increases 

Decreases 

Error of using 

CIM 

Decreases 

Decreases 
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Figures 

Polymer 
photoresist 

Liquid-air 
interface 

Rinse liquid 

Figure 2-1 Schematic of an isolated two-line parallel pattern, and rinse liquid interface 

with surrounding air. 

a) 

«-

YLV 
m 

\Ysv 

•YSL\ 

b) 

AP 

Ysv 

Y LV^ 

YSL 

Figure 2-2 (a) Surface tension forces at three phase line are shown. Horizontal projection 

of liquid-vapor phase surface tension (yLV) exerts a force on the pattern's side wall, (b) 

Case of a flat interface (AP = 0) where yLV exerts a force on the pattern's side wall. 
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r 
Fx = y • sin 9 

• < 

*̂ 1 
r + 

Figure 2-3 Schematic of a beam sway model and additive nature of the STF and Laplace 

pressure on the pattern. Superposition assumptions are: (i) loads remains horizontal, (ii) 

elastic deformation (maximum stress is less than yield stress), and (iii) deformation with 

respect to height is very small [32]. 

—Restoring Pressure 
-©-Cohesive Pressure Tanaka's Model 
-HCohesive Pressure Current Model 

20 30 40 
S1 Deformation (nm) 

60 

Figure 2-4 Comparing restoring and cohesive pressures due to Laplace pressure by: (i) 

Tanaka's model, and (ii) current model for S1 which considers the effect of STF on 

Laplace pressure deformation (AR=6, //=350nm, c?=150nm,# = 15", £'=5.9GPa and 

^=72mN/m). Despite Tanaka's model, just by considering 8X the new model predicts 

collapse. 
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5T (nm) 30 

100 200 300 400 500 600 

W(nm) 
700 

Figure 2-5 At constant AR, pattern deformation increases by increasing w and 

consequently H (=ARxw) using both the current model for Sx and Tanaka's model 

(rf=300mn,^=5,£=5.9GPa, 0 = 15° and ^=72mN/m). 

80 r Collapse Region 

70 

6T (nm) 

Current Model 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 

© Contact angle (degrees) 
Figure 2-6 The effect of considering STF in predicting deformation value and 

collapse of features is shown at different contact angles (//=1000nm, d=300nm, 

AR=6.67, £=5.9GPa and r=72mN/m). 
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Figure 2-7 Surface Evolver (LAR»l) and CIM curvature values are compared at 

different ILH values (H=250 nm, J=104nm, 6 - 5° and water inside a two-line parallel 

pattern). Overfilling and under filling effects on the interface curvature values are 

noticeable in SE results. 

a) c) 

Figure 2-8 Schematic of: (a) cylindrical rinse interface shape for a pattern with very large 

length (LAR»l), (b) rinse interface shape for a case where rinse is between a two-line 

parallel pattern with small length (LAR =5), and (c) rinse interface shape for a case where 

rinse is surrounded in a box-shaped pattern with small length (LAR -5). Interface shapes 

are derived using Surface Evolver. 
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Figure 2-9 Error of using CIM to find interface curvature values, compared to curvature 

values from SE at (a) different 0 values with LAR=\0, and (b) different LAR values; for 

two-line parallel (open-ends) and box-shaped (close-ends) patterns (6 = 5°. H=250 nm, 

ILH=\ lOnm and d=104nm). 
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Figure 2-10 SE and CIM curvature values at different LAR values for (a) two-line 

parallel, and (b) box-shaped patterns (7/=250 nm, ILH=\ lOnm, d=104nm and 6 = 5"). 
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Figure 2-11 SE and CIM curvature values at different contact angles for (a) two-line 

parallel, and (b) box-shaped patterns are shown (ILH=ll0nm, AR=5, H=250 nm and 

d=\04 nm). Negative curvature value means that interface curvature is convex and 

deformation due to the pressure is in outward direction. 
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Chapter 3 - A Finite Element Model for Predicting Collapse for Different 

Pattern Shapes During Drying Process in Photolithography 

3-1 Introduction 

The most widely used method for manufacturing of micro- and nano-scale features is 

photolithography. In the photolithography process silicon oxide is covered by the 

photoresist material, and then exposed to the UV (ultra violet) light through a photomask. 

Depending on the photoresist type, exposed or unexposed parts of the photoresist become 

dissolvable in the developer which is mainly water. During the acid etching, the remained 

photoresist acts as a sacrificial layer and keeps the underneath silicon oxide layer intact. 

By this procedure, pattern on the photomask is replicated into the silicon oxide wafer. 

One of the main obstacles of photolithography process for producing fine features is 

collapse of photoresist patterns during drying of the developer (or rinse) liquid [1]. The 

collapse reason is reported as unbalanced capillary forces during non-uniform drying of 

the rinse liquid [2, 3 and 4]. The contributors to capillary forces are Laplace pressure and 

surface tension force [Chapter 2]. 

Surface tension force (SFT) is a concentrated force on the three-phase line. The value of 

the SFT is equal to the value of the rinse liquid-air surface tension (yLV). STF or yLV is 

in the direction tangent to the air-liquid interface (Fig. 3-la). For the purpose of the 

pattern collapse, the normal projection of the STF to the pattern's side wall is of interest 

(see Fig. 3-la). The reason is that the projection of the STF parallel to the pattern's side 
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wall is cancelled by other interfacial surface tensions according to the Young's equation 

(see Eq. 3-1). 

yLVcos0 + ySL=ysv (3-1) 

Extrand and Kumagai [5] showed that the magnitude of the STF is such that it can 

deform a polymeric substrate at the three-phase line and form a ridge, in case of a sessile 

drop placed on a soft surface (Fig. 3-lb). Three-phase line is the confluence zone of the 

liquid, solid and gas phases described by a line. 

Laplace pressure (AP ) is the pressure difference across the interface of the rinse liquid 

and air. Laplace pressure is a function of the interface curvature ( K ) and surface tension 

of the rinse liquid (Y), as described by Eq. 3-2. 

AP = yx (3-2) 

For the cases that liquid is only present inside the patterns, and interface of the rinse 

liquid is concave, curvature value and Laplace pressure consequently are negative. 

Negative Laplace pressure indicates that the pressure inside the rinse liquid is lower than 

the outside air pressure. So, Laplace pressure causes the patterns to be pushed towards 

each other. Besides the Laplace pressure value, the area exposed to the Laplace pressure 

is essential to calculate the pattern deformation. The area is defined and delimited by the 

three-phase line. 

Assuming cylindrical shape for the rinse interface and using trigonometry, Laplace 

pressure would be [6, 7, 8 ,9 ,10 ,11 , 12, 13 , 14 and 15]: 
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^ = 2 rcos(fl-^) (3-3) 

d — 28 T 

where $ is the slope angle of the pattern at its three-phase line, 6 is the contact angle 

(angle of the rinse liquid interface with pattern's side wall) and 8T is the pattern 

deformation at the three-phase line (see Fig. 2-3). In Chapter 2 it was shown that the 

analytical relations for calculating the pattern deformation are Eqs. 3-4 and 3-5. 

1 f _„ A8X 382. . a,3S2 4£,,1 (3-4) 

i ( ( £^ . )2 + 1 X ( i £L)2 + 1 ) l 3/f 2H 2H 3/7 J 
V 2/f 3/f = £w 

( J -2 ( J ,+J 2 ) ) 3 / / 4 ' 

_ 4yflr3sin0 (3-5) 
^ 2 = ^ 

Equation 3-4 should be solved numerically along with the Eq. 3-5 to calculate the value 

of 8X. 6X is the deformation due to Laplace pressure, whereas S2 is due to STF. Total 

deformation of the pattern would be the summation Sx and 82 assuming superposition 

assumption can be used. 

Above analytical relation is based on assuming cylindrical interface model (CIM) for the 

rinse liquid interface shape, and modeling the pattern as a beam. Modeling the pattern as 

a beam is only valid where pattern has a line shape e.g. a two-line parallel pattern. In 

Chapter 2 it was shown that CIM is only valid for two-line parallel patterns with LAR 

larger than 20 (for LAR smaller than 20, CIM is inaccurate in predicting the precise 

interface curvature value and three-phase line shape). 
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In summary, using beam bending model to predict the pattern deformation becomes 

invalid for short two-line parallel, box-shaped, open end L-shaped and close end re

shaped patterns (existence of these geometries is shown in [16]). 

In the next sections of this chapter a Finite Element model developed to calculate the 

pattern deformation for various cases, specially the cases that the beam bending results 

are invalid (e.g. short two-line, box- and L-shaped patterns), will be discussed. 

The pattern dimensions studied in this chapter are in consideration of international 

technology roadmap for semiconductors or Moore's law which states that the number of 

transistors on a chip doubles every 18 months [17]. In 2007 desirable Vi pitch of patterns 

was 65nm (trough width (d) and pattern width (w) were 65nm) and should shrink to 

57nm by the end of 2008 and 40nm by the end of 2011 [18]. 

3-2 FE Model for Finding Pattern Deformation 

In the FE model, pattern geometry is created and loaded by appropriate capillary forces 

(Laplace pressure and STF). Area exposed to the Laplace pressure is defined by the 

three-phase line, and STF exerts a force on the three-phase line. 

Three-phase line and rinse interface curvature was found using Surface Evolver (SE), a 

Finite Element software capable of generating accurate interface shapes [19, 20]. Patterns 

are modeled using ANSYS ver. 10 (computers used: AMD Athlon XP 1800+ 1.54GHz, 

1GB RAM and Genuine Intel ® CPU T2300 @ 1.66GHz 980 MHz, 0.99 GB RAM), a 
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widely known Finite Element package capable of finding deformation due to capillary 

forces. Pattern deformation is found by solving the cognitive equations generated as a 

result of using Finite Element approach. As shown in Chapter 2 both the Laplace pressure 

value and three-phase line locations for a specific geometry are dependent on the rinse 

liquid volume. The worst case scenario is where the combination of the Laplace pressure 

and the area exposed to the pressure results in the maximum pattern deformation. In the 

following sections details of finding appropriate capillary forces (i.e. Laplace pressure 

and STF) and implementing FE approach are provided. 

3-2.1 Capillary Forces in FE Model 

Deformation due to the Laplace pressure depends on both the Laplace pressure value and 

pattern area exposed to the Laplace pressure. From SE, it is found that both the Laplace 

pressure value and area exposed to the pressure change with changing the rinse liquid 

volume (Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 a). Therefore, pattern deformation due to the Laplace pressure 

(and total pattern deformation consequently) is a function of the rinse liquid volume. It 

should be noted that from CIM both the Laplace pressure and the area exposed to the 

pressure were assumed constant with changing the rinse liquid volume. As such, pattern 

deformation found from beam bending model was independent of the rinse liquid 

volume, as it was a simplified approach. 

Laplace pressure changes by changing the rinse liquid volume (mainly due to overfilling 

and underfilling effects). To clarify the underfilling effect, consider the concave shape of 

the rinse interface. For very small rinse volumes, bottom surface influences the rinse 
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interface shape. To clarify the overfilling effect, consider the rinse liquid inside the free 

space of a pattern. Top edge of the pattern's side wall acts as an energy barrier for the 

interface movement. As such, by adding more liquid, concave interface shape may 

become flat or even convex (curvature of the rinse interface decreases). In a range of 

rinse liquid volume where interface shape is not influenced by over and underfilling 

effects, curvature and consequently Laplace pressure is almost constant (AP in Figs. 3-2 

panel "b" and 3-3). 

The area exposed to the Laplace pressure increases by increasing the rinse liquid volume 

(due to the rise of the rinse interface). Three-phase line rise continues till the three-phase 

line reaches the top edge of the pattern's side wall. By adding more liquid the area 

exposed to the Laplace pressure remains constant. 

For two-line parallel patterns with d=-w=51, 65 and 104 nm, it was found that by 

increasing the liquid volume, first pattern's side wall becomes completely wet. By adding 

further liquid, Laplace pressure will be influenced by the overfilling effect and decreases 

(see Fig. 3-2 panel b). As such, for the worst case scenario Laplace pressure is not 

influenced by the overfilling effect, the area exposed to Laplace pressure is entire 

pattern's side wall, and the three-phase line is a straight line on the top edge of the 

pattern's side wall. It is found that the above situations for worst case scenario are almost 

valid for box-shaped, open end and close end L-shaped patterns. In the next section a 

Finite Element (FE) method will be developed to find the deformation of a pattern as a 

result of capillary forces in the worst case scenario, as defined in this section. 
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3-2.2 Finite Element Method for Finding Pattern Deformation 

The procedure of finding the deformation in Finite Element model is as follow (see Fig. 

3-4): the geometric model is created in Surface Evolver to find the rinse liquid interface 

shape and subsequently Laplace pressure value (AP in section 3-2.1). By applying the 

capillary forces (i.e. Laplace pressure and STF) to the geometric model created in 

ANSYS, initial deformed shape of the pattern is found. Pattern deformation changes the 

initial interface shape. As such, deformed pattern geometry needs to be again imported to 

the Surface Evolver to find a new interface shape. By knowing the new interface shape 

and Laplace pressure, pattern deformation will be updated. This procedure continues till 

the deformation converges within a range of 1%. 

The mentioned iterations of coupled ANSYS-Surface Evolver is called FE model. The 

deformation value from FE may or may not converge. If the deformation from FE model 

converged to a value smaller than half of the trough width, pattern is not considered 

collapsed. Non-convergence or convergence to a value larger than half of the trough 

width signifies the pattern collapse. 

Slope angle and deformation of the pattern at the tip are the data used to import the 

deformed pattern shape into the Surface Evolver. So, Shell43 element (in ANSYS) is 

selected since it provides both the slope angle and deformation. For the cases selected to 

study in this chapter (i.e. state-of-the-art dimensions for 2007 to 2009) it was observed 

that slope of the pattern at the tip even at the moment of collapse, or maximum possible 

deformation, is small (less than 4 degrees). As the value of slope angle is small, to 
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simplify the complicated simulations, slope angle can be ignored. Therefore, one may 

choose Solid95 element in ANSYS (which is easier to apply comparing to Shell43) to 

obtain the pattern deformation with proper accuracy. After development of the FE model, 

the model needs to be tested with the cases that the pattern deformation value was known. 

3-3 Validation of FE Model for Finding Pattern Deformation 

To verify the FE model (developed in section 3-2) and see whether for example correct 

solver method, element and meshing are used, FE and beam bending model (developed in 

Chapter 2) results are compared for the cases that beam bending model results are valid. 

The beam bending model is valid for a two-line parallel pattern with LAR value larger 

than 20. 

As seen in Fig. 3-5 for two-line parallel patterns with LAR values larger than 20, beam 

bending model and FE results are close and the closeness of the results validates the FE 

results. However, in general, pattern deformation form FE is slightly larger than that from 

beam bending model. The reason of the slight difference is that beam bending model is 

based on the small deformation assumption (used for applying superposition principal). 

At small deformations, pattern's slope angle is small (in the order of few degrees, for 

example see Fig. 3-6a). Pattern's slope angle is equal to the rotation angle of capillary 

forces. Therefore, for a small pattern deformation capillary forces remain almost 

horizontal. However, for a large pattern deformation, capillary forces slightly rotate. In 

beam bending model, forces are assumed to remain horizontal, but FE model considers 
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the force rotation. As such, a slight rotation of capillary forces causes a slight difference 

between FE and beam bending model results. 

The deformation value for smaller contact angles is larger. So, for very low contact 

angles the capillary force rotation and the difference between beam bending and FE 

results increases (see Fig. 3-5a). Also, decrease of the module of elasticity for the 

pattern's material (E) increases the pattern deformation and rotation of forces 

consequently. Due to the larger force rotation at smaller elasticity modulus values, the 

difference between beam bending and FE increases by decreasing the E (see Fig. 3-5b). 

Regarding Fig. 3-5 it should be noted that beam bending model is different from 

Tanaka's beam bending model as Tanaka's beam bending model neglects the STF effect 

on the pattern deformation. In general, the slight difference between FE and beam 

bending results increases by changing any factor which leads to increasing the 

deformation e.g. decreasing w or increasing AR and H. 

It should be noted that for very large pattern deformations, where rotation of capillary 

forces is not negligible (more than 5 degrees), beam bending model results are not proper 

for validation of FE results. 

3-4 Pattern Deformation Using FE 

FE method is applied to find the deformation of two-line parallel patterns with short 

length (small LAR value), L-shaped with open ends, L-shaped with close ends, and box-

shaped pattern geometries. Beam bending model is unable to predict the deformation for 
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the mentioned cases. Also, CIM is entirely inappropriate for predicting the interface 

curvature value and the three-phase line shape of the rinse inside box-shape, open end 

and close end L-shaped patterns. 

3-4.1 Two-Line Parallel Patterns with Short Length 

Curvature value and consequently Laplace pressure are functions of LAR value. For the 

case of two-line parallel patterns with short length, it was found that by decreasing LAR 

value, pattern deformation decreases (see Fig. 3-6b). This is independent of contact angle. 

The reason is that for the specific geometry of two-line parallel patterns, by decreasing 

the LAR value curvature and consequently Laplace pressure values decrease (see Figs. 2-

10a and 3-7). Changing LAR also slightly changes the stiffness of the structure (by 

changing the cross sectional shape of the pattern) which was neglected in beam bending 

model but this slight change in the pattern stiffness is considered in the FE model. 

Further studies showed that for any contact angle there exists an LAR where interface 

becomes flat or rinse interface curvature becomes zero (see Fig. 3-7). In this study the 

LAR value at which rinse interface curvature becomes zero is named the transition LAR 

value. For LAR values lower than the transition LAR, curvature value is positive and 

Laplace pressure drives out the two adjacent patterns from each other (pressure inside the 

rinse liquid is higher than the outside air pressure). It is found that for small contact 

angles the transition LAR value becomes small. For example, transition LAR value is 

approximately 10 for contact angle of 85 degrees whereas for contact angle of 5 degrees, 

transition LAR value is about 1. At the transition LAR, Laplace pressure is zero but STF is 
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still operative on the pattern's side wall. For LAR values smaller than the transition LAR, 

effects of Laplace pressure and STF are opposite to each other and pattern deformation 

becomes negligible. For example, for the specific case of line space 1:1 equal to 65nm 

(state of the art for 2007) with LAR of 5, and contact angle of 85 degrees, where 

curvature value is positive (K = O.Sjum'1, interface shape is shown in Fig. 3-7), very small 

deformation value of 1.176nm was attained (see Fig. 3-7). The ideal case would be where 

deformation due to the Laplace pressure equalizes the deformation due to the STF. 

So, for the cases that design and application limit the change of rinse liquid or photoresist 

material, change of LAR may be an alternative to resolve the collapse problem for two-

line parallel patterns, if functional design of the device being fabricated allows. 

3-4.2 Open End L-shaped Patterns 

One of the common geometries during manufacturing of micro- and nano-devices is an 

open end L-shaped pattern (see Fig. 3-3b). Beam bending model is not applicable to L-

shaped patterns and as such, there is no analytical model available for this geometry. 

Furthermore, rinse liquid interface cannot be modeled as a part of a cylinder (SE should 

be used to find the interface shape and subsequently the Laplace pressure). 

From Surface Evolver simulation it is found that independent of legs' length ( Z, and L2 

in Fig. 3-3b) as long as the summation of length of the legs is constant, curvature value 

will not change noticeably (see Fig. 3-8). Therefore, an equivalent length (Le) will be 

defined as given in Eq. 3-8. 
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Figure 3-9a also shows the properness of the definition of Le at different contact angles 

i.e. as long as Le is constant, change of the length of individual legs does not lead to a 

significant change in the calculated Laplace pressure. 

It is also found that equivalent length defined in Eq. 3-6 can be used to relate the 

curvature value of an open end L-shaped pattern to the curvature value of a two-line 

parallel pattern (e.g. see Fig. 3-10). Curvature value of an open end L-shaped pattern is 

equal to curvature value of a two-line parallel pattern with the same LAR (LAR of an L-

shaped pattern is defined using Le instead of L). So, instead of creating a model for an L-

shaped pattern in Surface Evolver (which is not easy) one may model a two-line parallel 

pattern with the same LAR value and find the rinse interface curvature and AP. The 

above finding has been determined for trough widths smaller than 1 micron and contact 

angles between zero and 90 degrees. 

As shown in Fig. 3-1 la for L-shaped patterns with open ends by increasing the contact 

angle and decreasing the LAR value, Laplace pressure on the pattern decreases (similar to 

a two-line parallel pattern case). It should be mentioned that Laplace pressure is not the 

only contributor on capillary forces. As mentioned in Chapter 2, increasing the contact 

angle may have an adverse effect on the pattern deformation by increasing the normal to 

the pattern's side wall projection of the STF. From Laplace pressure trend it is expected 

that by decreasing the LAR value pattern deformation to decrease. 
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FE analysis (mentioned in section 3-2.2) is used to find the deformation of L-shaped 

patterns with open ends at different LAR values. From comparing two open end L-shaped 

patterns with similar rinse liquid, trough width and pattern material (same contact angle 

and STF), it is found that the L-shaped pattern with smaller length deforms less (see Fig. 

3-1 lc). As such, for the cases that pattern material and rinse selection are limited by the 

manufacturing process, decreasing the LAR value can resolve the collapse problem of L-

shaped patterns with open ends. 

For a series of patterns which have equal Le values (but different length for each two 

legs), capillary force values are equal. However, the stiffness of the pattern may be 

different. It is found that among many configurations with equal LAR values, the one 

which has legs with equal lengths has slightly higher stiffness and smaller deformation 

(see Fig. 3-9c). It is also found that by increasing the difference between the legth of the 

legs, pattern deformation slightly increases (see Fig. 3-9c). The maximum difference in 

legs length difference, and consequently maximum deformation, is where patterns shape 

an "LI" configuration (Fig. 3-12a illustrates an "LI" shaped pattern). As, deformation of 

an "LI" pattern is slightly larger that that for an "LL" pattern (Fig. 3-12b demonstrates an 

"LL" shaped pattern) with equal LAR value, deformation of an "LI" pattern provides an 

upper estimate for the deformation value of an "LL" pattern. This is important as for an 

open end L-shaped pattern with "LI" configuration just the "I" part needs to be modeled 

and analyzed as the highest deformation occurs in the "I" part. Furthermore, "I" part can 

be modeled as a beam and for the cases that LAR is larger than 20 interface shape is 
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cylindrical. So, deformation of the "I" part can be found analytically using the beam 

bending model developed in Chapter 2. 

3-4.3 Box-Shaped and Close End L-Shaped Patterns 

It is observed that close end patterns have larger rinse interface curvature and 

consequently Laplace pressure values compared to open end ones with similar 

dimensions (e.g. compare Figs. 3-9a and 3-9b or compare Figs. 3-1 la and 3-1 lb). On the 

other hand, ends in close end patterns act as buttresses and stiffen the patterns. From 

studying the state-of-the-art dimensions of 2007 to 2009 it was found that the effect of 

ends to stiffen the pattern structure is smaller than the effect of ends on increasing the 

rinse interface curvature and capillary force, as such, the deformation of a close end 

pattern is larger than that of an identical open end pattern (e.g. compare Figs. 3-9c and 3-

9d or compare Figs. 3-1 lc and 3-1 Id). So, deformation for an open end pattern provides a 

lower estimate for the deformation of an identical pattern with close end. For example, 

deformation of a two-line parallel pattern is slightly smaller than that for a box-shaped 

pattern. As such, for similar geometries, rinse liquids, and pattern materials, if the open 

end pattern collapses then identical close end pattern will collapse as well. 

For a two-line parallel pattern with LAR larger than 20, pattern deformation can be found 

analytically. It is important because if the two-line parallel pattern collapsed, then the 

identical box-shaped pattern will collapse (and no FE modeling is needed). However, if 

the identical open end pattern did not collapse then the original close end pattern may or 
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may not collapse and FE modeling is needed. For L-shaped patterns with close ends 

independent of the value of LAR, FE modeling is needed. 

In close end patterns, by decreasing the LAR value, Laplace pressure increases (Fig. 3-

11b), so regardless of the LAR value, rinse interface shape remains concave unless the 

contact angle becomes larger than 90 degrees). From Laplace pressure trend in close end 

L-shaped patterns, it is expected that by decreasing the LAR value pattern deformation 

increases. However, it is found that similar to the open end L-shaped cases by decreasing 

the LAR value pattern deformation decreases. The reason is that by decreasing the LAR 

value, the effect of ends on pattern stiffness become more significant. So, similar to open 

end cases for close end cases decreasing the LAR value is useful for decreasing the 

pattern deformation. The results are tested for elasticity modulus values between 2 and 6 

MPa. 

3-5 Conclusion 

Analytical, beam bending, models developed in the literature for predicting the pattern 

deformation are limited to a specific case of two-line parallel pattern with LAR larger 

than 20. The reason is that pattern is modeled as a beam and rinse interface is modeled by 

CIM. In this chapter four pattern geometries where beam bending model was unable to 

predict the pattern deformation were studied. These geometries are two-line parallel with 

short length {LAR smaller that 20), open end L-shaped, close end L-shaped, and box-

shaped patterns. For these pattern geometries, pattern cannot be modeled as a beam 

and/or rinse interface cannot be modeled by CIM. A coupled Finite element model using 
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Surface Evolver and ANSYS was developed to calculate the pattern deformation value 

for these cases. The model coupled Surface Evolver- ANSYS in this study is shortly 

named FE model. FE model was validated by knowing the deformation values for the 

case of a two-line parallel pattern with LAR larger than 20 using beam bending model. 

Verification of the FE model showed that for large deformations a slight difference 

appears between FE and analytical model results. The cause of the slight difference is 

violation of small deformation assumption used, to apply the superposition principal, in 

the analytical model. 

From studying the interface curvature value of the rinse liquid inside L-shaped patterns 

an equivalent length was suggested. The equivalent length relates the curvature value of 

the rinse interface inside an L-shaped pattern to the curvature of the rinse interface inside 

a two-line parallel pattern. This is important as creating a two-line parallel pattern in 

Surface Evolver and calculating the curvature value is much easier than that for an re

shaped pattern. From comparing deformations of L-shaped patterns with equal equivalent 

lengths (and consequently equal capillary forces) it was found that the weakest geometry 

is the "LI" geometry and at its "I" part. The "I" part deformation provides an upper 

estimate for the deformation of the original "LL" shaped pattern (with equivalent length 

or LAR value equal to that of the "LL" shaped pattern). This is important as for open end 

L-shaped patterns with LAR larger than 20, deformation of the "I" part can be found 

analytically. If the deformation value of "I" shape part of the "LI" pattern, lead to a non-

collapse situation then one may conclude that the "LL" shaped pattern would not collapse 

(an FE modeling is not needed). 
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From studying short length two-line parallel, open end L-shaped, close end L-shaped and 

box-shaped patterns, it was found that the pattern deformation decreases by decreasing 

the LAR value. This is important as for the cases that due to the design specifications, 

selection of photoresist material and rinse liquid is restricted, by changing the LAR value 

one may resolve the collapse problem. 
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Figure 3-1 (a) Horizontal projection of yLV is exerting a force on the pattern while its 

vertical projection, according to Young equation, is canceled by two other interfacial 

tensions, i.e. ySL and^SK. (b) Schematic of the experiment done in [5] where a drop was 

placed on a soft substrate. The normal component of the yLV to the substrate cause the 

soft substrate to be deformed at the three-phase line (white circle). 
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3 i 

Figure 3-2 Laplace pressure, three-phase line and interface shapes of a two-line parallel 

pattern at different ILH (Initial liquid height) values are shown. For the case "b" which 

ILH is 164nm, three-phase line is mostly a straight line however pressure value is not 

influenced by the overfilling effect. Note that three-phase lines are the thick black lines in 

the three panels and gray shades show the interface. AR (=H/w, shown in Fig. 3-\) =3, 

LAR=10, d=w=57mn (state of the art for 2008), 0 = 5°, y = 12.9mNlm and interface 

shapes shown in the panels are found using Surface Evolver. 
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Figure 3-3 (a) Laplace pressure, three-phase line and interface shape of an L-shape 

pattern as a function of rinse liquid volume is shown. AR (H/w) =3, LAR=10, d=w=57nm 

(state of the art for 2008), 0 = 5°, y = 12.9mNI m and interface shape is found using 

Surface Evolver, (b) Top view of an L-shaped pattern is shown. The length of two legs 

are Lx and L2. Pattern dimensions shown are measured from inside of the pattern wall. 
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Figure 3-4 Procedure of calculating pattern deformation using FE method is shown. 
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Figure 3-5 Deformations of a two-line parallel pattern from beam bending, Tanaka's 

beam bending and FE model are compared at (a) different contact angles with £=4GPa, 

(b) different Elasticity modulus (E) values with 9 = 45°. (In both cases d=w=51nm, 

AR=3, y = 72.9mN/m and LAR -» oo; see Appendix F for the method of defining an 

infinite length for the pattern in simulation). 
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Figure 3-6 (a) Slope of the pattern at its tip, and (b) deformation from FE model at 

different contact angles is shown for different LAR values (d=w=57nm, AR=3>, 

y = 12.9mNI m, £=4GPa and two-line parallel pattern). 
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Figure 3-7 Curvature versus LAR values for different contact angles are shown. For small 

LAR values, curvature is positive. Positive curvature means that Laplace pressure is 

pushing the patterns outward (against the surface tension force effect). The negative 

curvature has the opposite meaning (d=w=57nm, £>=5.9GPa, AR=3 and water inside a 

two-line parallel pattern). 
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Figure 3-8 Curvature value of open L-shaped patterns. As long as equivalent length (or 

summation of legs) is constant, curvature value only slightly changes. Although, change 

of curvature by changing the equivalent length from 7 to 16 is not very much but this 

amount of change causes a pressure change in the order of lOkPa (0 = 5° and d=l 

micron). 
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Figure 3-9 (a) Laplace pressure of open end L-shaped patterns, (b) Laplace pressure of 

close end L-shaped patterns, (c) pattern deformation of open end L-shaped patterns and 

(d) pattern deformation of close end L-shaped patterns, at different contact angles for 

different leg's lengths are shown. As long as equivalent length is constant, Laplace 

pressure is not changing but the deformation may change and minimum deformation is 

where legs are equal (dx =d2 = w - 57nm, Le=53\nm, y - 72.9mNIm andLAR=10). 
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Figure 3-10 Curvature value of a two-parallel line pattern is equal to that of an open end 

L-shaped pattern with equal LAR value. Curvature value of a box-shaped pattern is equal 

to that of a close end L-shaped pattern with equal LAR value (LAR-6 and 

dl=d2=w = 65nm). 
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Figure 3-11 (a) Laplace pressure of open end L-shaped patterns, (b) Laplace pressure of 

close end L-shaped patterns, (c) pattern deformation of open end L-shaped patterns and 

(d) pattern deformation of close end L-shaped patterns, at different contact angles and 

LAR values is shown. For large LAR values deformation increases (Lx-L2 = 0, 

d\ = d2 = w = 51nm and y = 72.9mN/m). 
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deformation. 
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Chapter 4 - Conclusion 

4-1 Driving Forces of Pattern Collapse 

Pattern collapse is the permanent deformation of photoresist patterns during drying of the 

rinse liquid in development step of photolithography. To date, unbalanced capillary 

forces due to the Laplace pressure are identified as the main cause of pattern collapse. In 

this study it was shown that Laplace pressure was not the only major contributor to the 

capillary forces. Surface tension force (STF) on the three-phase line needs to be 

addressed for an accurate analysis. 

4-2 Analytical Model to Predict Collapse of Two-Line Parallel Patterns 

Based on considering the effect of STF on pattern deformation, a new analytical (beam 

bending model) was developed for predicting the deformation of a two-line parallel 

pattern. Beam bending model used small deformation assumption to apply the 

superposition principal (to add the effects of STF and Laplace pressure). Similar to other 

analytical models for pattern deformation simulation, analytical model in this study used 

cylindrical shape assumption for the rinse liquid interface. 

The new analytical model showed that for large ARs, contact angles (0), trough widths 

(d) and small elasticity modulus of pattern materials (E) the importance of considering 

the effect of STF increases. 

Without considering the effect of STF literature models suggested that adding the 

cationic surfactants to the rinse liquid is the most proper approach to resolve the collapse 
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problem (cationic surfactant increasing the contact angle). However, by considering the 

STF it was found that increasing the contact angle may increase the pattern deformation 

and worsen the collapse situation. 

4-2.1 Bounds of Applicability for Analytical Model for Two-Line Parallel 

Patterns 

Cylindrical shape assumption (CIM) is valid for very long patterns where rinse interface 

shape is cylindrical. However, the term very long was undefined in literature. In this 

study, Surface Evolver (SE) as a Finite Element approach was applied to find the rinse 

interface shape and its curvature value. By comparing rinse interface curvature values 

from CIM to the curvature values from SE at different pattern lengths, trough widths and 

contact angles, it was found that the error of calculating the rinse interface curvature 

using CIM is only a function of LAR {Lid). For LAR values larger than 20, the error of 

using CIM to calculate the rinse interface curvature is lower than 5%. As such, for LAR 

values larger than 20 beam bending model results for finding the deformation of a two-

line parallel pattern are valid. 

From SE results it was found that three-phase line shape and rinse interface curvature 

value are functions of rinse liquid volume. However, there exist a rinse volume value at 

which three-phase line is straight line, area exposed to Laplace pressure is the entire 

pattern surface, and curvature value is nearly at its maximum (i.e. the curvature before 

decreasing due to the overfilling effect). This rinse volume value is called the worst case 

scenario volume as it produces the maximum pattern deformation. The worst case 
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scenario volume was assumed in beam bending model. As such, for the cases that volume 

does not reach the worst case scenario volume, the beam bending model overestimate the 

deformation value. Also, beam bending model neglects the effect of horizontal force on 

lateral displacement (the concept of Poisson's ratio). For a more general an accurate 

evaluation of the pattern deformation a Finite Element (FE) model is developed in this 

study. 

4-3 FE Model to Predict Collapse of Different Pattern Shapes 

Other than the shortages for the specific geometry of a two-line parallel pattern, beam 

bending model is unable to predict the pattern deformation of open end L-shaped, close 

end L-shaped and box-shaped patterns. A coupled Finite element (FE) model using 

Surface Evolver and ANSYS is developed to calculate the pattern deformation values for 

general shape of patterns. The FE model was verified by deformation values of two-line 

parallel patterns with LAR values greater than 20 using analytical (beam bending) model. 

Validation process also showed that for large deformations a slight difference appears 

between Finite Element and beam bending model results. In calculating the pattern 

deformation, analytical model assumes that capillary forces remain horizontal while the 

developed FE model considers the force rotations. The cause of the slight difference 

between FE and analytical results was suggested to be due to the force rotation. The 

results supported this suggestion as it was seen that for high values of deformation, the 

difference between FE and analytical results increased. Note that force rotation increases 

by increasing the pattern deformation. 
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From studying the interface curvature value of the rinse liquid inside open end and close 

end L-shaped patterns an equivalent length was suggested. Equivalent length relates the 

curvature value of the rinse interface inside an open end/close end L-shaped pattern to the 

curvature of the rinse interface inside a two line-parallel/box-shaped pattern. Defining 

this equivalent length is important as in Surface Evolver, modeling a two-line parallel and 

box-shaped pattern and calculating the curvature value are much easier than modeling 

open end and close end L-shaped patterns. 

From studying short length two-line parallel, close end L-shaped, open end L-shaped and 

box-shaped patterns, it was found that the pattern deformation decreases by decreasing 

the LAR value. It is important as for the cases that selection of photoresist material, and 

rinse liquid is restricted due to the design specifications, by changing the LAR value one 

may resolve the collapse problem. 

From comparing deformations of open end L-shaped patterns with equal equivalent 

lengths (and consequently equal capillary forces) it was found that the weakest geometry 

is the "LI" geometry and specifically its "I" shape part. As such, deformation of the "I" 

shape part of an "LI" shape pattern provides an upper estimate for the deformation of the 

original "LL" shape pattern with equal equivalent length. As a result, if the deformation 

value of the "I" shape part of an "LI" pattern led to a non-collapse situation then the "LL" 

shape pattern would not collapse. It is important as for the cases that LAR is larger than 

20 the deformation of the "I" part will be found analytically. However, if the deformation 
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of the "I" shape part led to collapse or LAR was smaller than 20 then FE method should 

be applied to find the pattern deformation. 

4-4 Future Works 

In derivation of current beam bending model, Poisson's ratio is assumed zero. It means 

that horizontal forces on the pattern {i.e. Laplace pressure and STF) do not cause vertical 

deformation. Current Finite Element model however, considers Poisson's ratio. As using 

beam bending model is faster and easier than Finite Element model developing a beam 

bending model with considering Poisson's ratio might be a next step. 

It should be mentioned that in this study bulk values are used for studying the photoresist 

material however for example Goldfarb et al.[l] stated that elasticity modulus of nano-

photoresist deviates from its bulk value. Nevertheless, for improvement of both novel 

beam bending model and Finite Element results, nano-scale values may be substituted 

with bulk values in the future. 

In both beam bending and Finite Element models pattern deformation is assumed linearly 

elastic and touching of the tips of two adjacent patterns or the start of plastic deformation 

are the collapse criteria (whichever occurs first). However, in some cases before pattern 

tips touch or plastic deformation starts, patterns, at the pattern base, might detach from 

the substrate and cause collapse. This happens due to the improper pre-baking process. 

The current model is not able to predict this type of collapse. For improving the model, to 
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consider the pattern's base detachment form the substrate scenario, maximum tolerable 

stress of the base should be defined and compared with the stress exerted at the base. 

For some applications small plastic deformation of the pattern is permitted. As such, the 

pattern with that small plastic deformation may not be considered as collapsed. However, 

both the new beam bending and FE models predict collapse for such a case. The current 

FE model may be upgraded to account for some specific plastic deformations. 

The effect of evaporation of the rinse liquid through changing the rinse liquid volume and 

contact angle is disregarded in current model. Volume decrease due to the evaporation of 

rinse liquid changes the contact angle [2] used in beam bending or FE models i.e. 

equilibrium contact angle. In other words, as the level of the rinse liquid inside the 

pattern goes down, receding contact angle, which is smaller than the equilibrium contact 

angle, should be used in the model. Contact angle defines the Laplace pressure and 

horizontal projection of STF. 

Due to the rinse liquid penetration into the pattern, contact angle value and pattern 

stiffness may change (depending on the diffusion amount). Contact angle or stiffness 

changes due to swelling are disregarded in current simulation model. Forthcoming 

models may simulate the diffusion into the pattern to find the pattern stiffness as a 

function of time. 
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Appendix A - ANSYS codes 

This ANSYS code works for two-line parallel, box-shaped open end L-shaped and close end L-shaped 
patterns. Results of Chapter 3 are derived using this code. 
FINISH 
/CLEAR,NOSTART 
/TITLE, 
/PREP7 
KEYW,PR_STRUC,1 
*SET,E,5.9e-9 Elasticity modulus 
*SET,v,0.3 Poisson's ratio 
*SET,L,2000 Pattern's length 
*SET,Teta,85*3.1415/180 Contact angle (rad) 
*SET,gama,72 ! for water mN/m Surface Ension 
* SET,H, 1500 Pattern height 
* SET, w,H/5 Pattern width (H/AR) 
*SET,P, 320.52 !KPa Laplace pressure on the pattern (imported from Surface Evolver) 
R,1,L,L,L,L,0, 
RMORE, ,0, 

Add these two variables for L-shaped patterns 
*SET,L1,1 !just coefficient this one is one 
*SET,L2,18 

Selecting Element type 
ET,1,SHELL43 This element provides both deformation and slope angle. This is the element used 
in simulations of this study. 
ET,l,SOLID95 This element only provides the deformation value. This element provides results faster. 
However, the above element is more accurate as it provides slope angle which is useful to predict more 
accurate rinse interface curvature values from SE. 

R.1,1,1,1,1,, 
RMORE,,, 
MPTEMP,,,,,,,, 
MPTEMP,1,0 

Elastic deformation is assumed by changing this part plastic simulation can be achieved as well. 
MPDATA.EX, 1 „E Elasticity modlus is defined. 
MPDATA.PRXY, 1 „v Poisson's ratio is defined. 

Creating the model for two-line parallel patterns 
RECTNG,0,w,0,0.95*H, 
RECTNG,0,w,0.95*H,H, The area where STF is operative on it. Three-phase line is assumed as a 
narrow area and STF is assumed as Pressure operating on the mentioned area. 

Creating the model for "LI" shape patterns (open end L-shaped) 
BLOCK,0,w,0,(Ll+l)*w,0,.95*AR*w, 
BLOCK,0,(L2+2)* w,(L 1+1 )*w,(L 1 +2)* w,0, .95 * AR*w, 
BLOCK,2*w,3*w,0,Ll*w,0,.95*AR*w, 
BLOCK,3 * w,(L2+2)*w,(Ll -1 )* w,L 1 *w,0,.95 * AR* w, 
BLOCK,0,w,0,(L 1+1 )*w,.95 * AR* w, AR* w, 
BLOCK,0,(L2+2)* w,(L 1+1 )* w,(L 1 +2)* w,.95 * AR* w, AR*w 
BLOCK,2 * w,3 * w,0,L 1 * w,.95 * AR* w, AR* w 
BLOCK,3*w,(L2+2)*w,(Ll-l)*w,Ll*w,.95*AR*w,AR*w 
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Meshing methodology 
AADD,all 
SMRT,3 Fineness of the meshing or mesh coarse which is a number between 1 and 9. From 1 
and 9, fineness decreases. The 3 is enough for this study as the results are similar using 3 and 2. 
MSHAPE,1,2D 
MSHKEY,0 
CM,_Y, AREA 
VSEL,, , , 3 
CM,_Y1,AREA 
CHKMSH/AREA' 
CMSEL,S,_Y 
AMESH,_Y1 
CMDELE,_Y 
CMDELE,_Y1 
CMDELE,_Y2 

Applying forces and displacement constraints for two-line parallel patterns 
DL,1, ,ALL,0 Ibottom displacement is zero 
SFL,2,PRES,-P* 1 e-15 Definging Laplace pressure on the area 
SFL,9,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) 

Applying forces and displacement constraints for "LI" shape patterns 
DA, 1,ALL,0Ibottom displacement zero 
DA,68,ALL,0 applying deformation constraints 
DA,49,ALL,0 applying deformation constraints 
DA, 13,ALL,0 applying deformation constraints 
SFA,6,1,PRES,-P*le-15 Applying Laplace pressure on pattern areas 
SFA,62,1 ,PRES,-P* 1 e-15 Applying Laplace pressure on pattern areas 
SFA, 17,1 ,PRES,-P* 1 e-15 Applying Laplace pressure on pattern areas 
SFA, 16,1 ,PRES,-P* 1 e-15 Applying Laplace pressure on pattern areas 
SFA,54,1 ,PRES,-P* 1 e-15 Applying Laplace pressure on pattern areas 
SFA,60,l,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) Applying STF on patterns top edge 
SFA,66,l,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) Applying STF on patterns top edge 
SFA,58,l,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) Applying STF on patterns top edge 
SFA,51,l,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) Applying STF on patterns top 
SFA,52,l,PRES,-P*le-15-(gama*sin(Teta)*le-12)/(0.05*H) Applying STF on patterns top edge 

FINISH 

Solving for finding the pattern deformation and/or slope angle. 
/SOL 
CNVTOL,U, ,0.001,2,, 
ANTYPE,0 
NLGEOM,l 
ANTYPE,0 
NLGEOM,l 
/STATUS,SOLU 
SOLVE 
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Appendix B - Methodology used in Surface Evolver 

The energy in the Surface Evolver can be a combination of surface tension, gravitational 

energy, squared mean curvature, user-defined surface integrals, or knot energies [1]. 

Surface Evolver areas are series of attached triangles and refinement produces four 

triangles inside each single triangle (see Fig. Bl). In finding interface shape the exact 

property function of the system i.e. energy or entropy function is unknown. So finding 

their derivative is impossible. Instead the state of system can be change little by little and 

it will be checked to see whether the system energy has decreased or not (iterative 

method). Gradient method, conjugate gradient algorithm and Runge Cutta are iterative 

minimization methods built in Surface Evolver [1]. Conjugate gradient algorithm is used 

in this thesis for rinse interface simulation as for cases studied it was the fastest method 

comparing to the other two methods. 

To describe the gradient descent methods (such as conjugate gradient), consider the 

system as a landscape with mountains and valleys. The gradient of the energy is the 

steepest uphill direction and the negative of the gradient direction is the steepest downhill 

direction. The algorithm which seeks the minimum point by gradient is called gradient 

descent method. The most efficient gradient algorithm is conjugate gradient algorithm. In 

conjugate gradient method new direction is conjugate to all of the previous ones. 

The stopping criteria for minimization in ideal case are either the area meets the 

constraints, or the derivative of the energy function for the area vanishes. However, these 

criteria may require an infinite time. As such, checking the energy difference between 
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two consecutive iterations is used as the stopping criterion in this study. It means that if 

the difference of energy after the last iteration is less than \'u, then minimization halts. 

However, energy difference criterion is not the necessary condition for a point to be a 

minimum. There are two cases that energy difference is very small but the point is not a 

minimum. 

First, energy minimization is stuck and no movement is observed in the geometry or 

energy value. In this case step size should be checked and a zero step size shows that a 

new refinement should be used to resolve the problem. This case mostly happened in L-

shaped patterns (especially when the pattern shape was "LI"). Second, saddle point as the 

value of energy difference is zero at the saddle point. To sort out that the point is a saddle 

or not its Hessian matrix should be checked. Semi-positive Hessian matrix reveals that 

the state is not a saddle point. In this study, Hessian matrix and step size are checked to 

make sure that all the results are at the minimum energy. 

As the energy function is in the form shown in Eq. B-l, rather than creating the geometry 

in Surface evolver, contact angle of the rinse liquid and the pattern's side wall is needed. 

E' = AALV +(-cos0)AASL (B-l) 

Surface Evolver codes for finding the rinse interface shape and curvature are provided 

and described in the next few pages. 
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Two-Line Parallel and Box-Shaped Patterns 

PARAMETER angle = 5 //the value of contact angle (degree) 
parameter thickofpattern=3 * 5 7 //Pattern height (nm) 
parameter height= 100 //Average liquid interface height (nm) 
parameter troughwidth = 57 The distance between two adjacent patterns 
parameter leng=troughwidth* 10 //Pattern length (nm) 
parameter vol= height*troughwidth*leng 
#define T (-cos(angle*pi/l80)) The term shown in Eq. B-l 
gravityconstant 0 // change the gravity to 9.81 e9 for considering the gravity effect 
constraint 1 formula: x=0 energy: el: 0; e2: -T*z; e3: 0 
constraint 2 formula: x=troughwidth energy: el: 0; e2: T*z; e3: 0 
constraint 5 nonnegative formula:x 
constraint 6 nonpositive formula:-troughwidth+x 
constraint 7 nonnegative formula:y 
constraint 8 nonpositive formula:y-leng 
constraint 9 nonpositive formula: z-thickofpattern 
constraint 10 nonnegative formula: z 

For two line parallel patterns (see Fig. B2a) 
constraint 3 formula: y=0 
constraint 4 formula: y=leng 

For box-shaped patterns (see Fig. B2b) 
constraint 3 formula: y=0 energy: el:T*z ; e2:0; e3:0 
constraint 4 formula: y=leng energy: el:-T*z; e2:0; e3:0 

vertices 
10 0 0 fixed 
2 troughwidth 0 0 fixed 
3 troughwidth leng 0 fixed 
4 0 leng 0 fixed 
5 0 0 height constraints 1,3,9,10 
6 troughwidth 0 height constraints 2,3,9,10 
7 troughwidth leng height constraints 2,4,9,10 
8 0 leng height constraints 1,4,9,10 
//fixed pattern 
10 0 0 thickofpattern fixed 
11 troughwidth 0 thickofpattern fixed 
12 troughwidth leng thickofpattern fixed 
13 0 leng thickofpattern fixed 
edges 
//liquid 
1 1 2 fixed no_refine 
2 2 3 fixed nojrefine 
3 3 4 fixed no_reflne 
4 4 1 fixed norefine 
5 5 6 constraint 3,9,10 
66 7constraint2,9,10 
77 8 constraint4,9,10 
8 8 5 constraint 1,9,10 
// fixed pattern 
9 10 11 norefine color red 
10 11 12 no refine color red 



11 12 13 norefine color red 
12 13 10 no_refine color red 
13 1 10 norefine color black 
14 2 11 no_refine color black 
15 3 12 no_refrne color black 
16 4 13 norefine color black 

For two-line parallel patterns 
17 1 5 constraints 1,3,9,10 
18 2 6 constraints 2,3,9,10 
19 3 7 constraints 2,4,9,10 
20 4 8 constraints 1,4,9,10 

faces 

For two-line parallel patterns 
15 6 7 8 constraints 5,6,7,8,10 color white 
2 118-5 -17 constraints 5,6,7,8,10 
3 3 20 -7 -19 constraints 5,6,7,8,10 
4-1-4-3-2 fixed no_refme color blue 
For box-shaped patterns 
15 6 7 8 constraints 5,6,7,8,10 color white 
2-1-4-3-2 fixed norefine color blue 
body 
1 1 density le-24 volume vol //density for water le-24 kg/nmA3 
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Closed and Open End L-shaped Patterns 

PARAMETER angle = 5 
// inputs are in nano 
parameter d 1=5 7 
parameter d2=57 
parameter 11=4*57 
parameter 12=5*57 
parameter Hpattern=3*57 
parameter Hwater=130 
parameter vol= (dl*ll+d2*12+dl*d2)*Hwater 
#define T (-cos(angle*pi/180)) 
gravityconstant 0 //just change the gravity to 9.81 e9 

For close end L-shaped patterns 
constraint 1 formula: y=0 energy: el: T*z; e2: 0; e3: 0 
constraint 5 formula: x=dl+12 energy: el: 0; e2: T*z; e3: 0 

For open end L-shaped patterns 
constraint 1 formula: y=0 
constraint 5 formula: x=dl+12 

constraint 2 formula: y=ll energy: el: T*z; e2: 0; e3: 0 
constraint 3 formula: y=ll+d2 energy: el: -T*z; e2: 0; e3: 0 
constraint 4 formula: x=0 energy: el: 0; e2: -T*z; e3: 0 
constraint 6 formula: x=dl energy: el: 0; e2: T*z; e3: 0 
constraint 7 nonpositive formula: z-Hpattern 
constraint 8 nonnegative formula: z 
//for area 1 
constraint 9 nonnegative formula: x 
constraint 10 nonpositive formula: x-dl 
constraint 11 nonnegative formula: y 
constraint 12 nonpositive formula: y-ll-d2 
//for area 2 
constraint 13 nonnegative formula: x-dl 
constraint 14 nonpositive formula: x-dl-12 
constraint 15 nonnegative formula: y-11 
constraint 16 nonpositive formula: y-ll-d2 
constraint 17 nonpositive formula: y-11 
constraint 18 formula: x=dl 
constraint 19 formula: y=ll 
vertices 
10 0 0 fixed 
2 dl 0 0 fixed 
3 dl 11 0 fixed 
4 dl+12 11 0 fixed 
5 dl+12 ll+d2 0 fixed 
6 0 ll+d2 0 fixed 
7 0 0 Hwater constraints 1,4,7 
8 dl 0 Hwater constraints 1,6,7 
9 dl 11 Hwater constraints 2,6,7 
10 dl+12 11 Hwater constraints 2,5,7 
11 dl+12 ll+d2 Hwater constraints 3,5,7 
12 0 ll+d2 Hwater constraints 3,4,7 
13 0 0 Hpattern fixed 



14 dl 0 Hpattern fixed 
15 dl 11 Hpattern fixed 
16 dl+12 11 Hpattern fixed 
17 dl+12 ll+d2 Hpattern fixed 
18 0 ll+d2 Hpattern fixed 
19 dl ll+d2 Hwater constraints 3,7 
20 0 11 Hwater constraint 4,7 
21 dl l l+d2 0 fixed 
edges 
//liquid 
1 1 2 fixed no_refine 
2 2 3 fixed norefine 
3 3 4 fixed no_refine 
4 4 5 fixed norefine 
5 5 6 fixed norefine 
6 6 1 fixed no_refine 
7 7 8 constraint 1,7,8 
8 8 9constraint6,7,8,17 
9 9 10 constraint 2,7,8,13 
10 10 11 constraint 5,7,8 
// edges 11 and 12 are broken to two 
// fixed pattern 
11 13 14 no_refine fixed color black 
12 14 15 norefine fixed color black 
13 1 13 norefine fixed color black 
14 2 14 norefine fixed color black 
15 3 15 norefine fixed color black 
16 4 16 norefine fixed color black 
17 5 17 norefine fixed color black 
18 6 18 norefine fixed color black 
// for making two areas for interface 
19 9 19 constraint 18 
20 19 12 constraint 3,7,8 
21 11 19 constraint 3,7,8 
//for making three areas for interface 
22 9 20 constraint 19 
23 12 20 constraint 4,7,8 
24 20 7 constraint 4,7,8 

For open end L-shapedpatterns add these 
32 1 7 constraint 4,1,7,8 
33 2 8 constraint 1,6,7,8 
34 4 10 constraint 5,2,7,8 
35511 constraint 5,3,7,8 

// fixed pattern 
25 15 16 no_refine fixed color black 
26 16 17 no_refine fixed color black 
27 17 18 norefine fixed color black 
28 18 13 no_refine fixed color black 
29 3 21 no_refine fixed color black 
30 21 6 norefine fixed color black 
31215 norefine fixed color black 
faces 
1 7 8 22 24 constraints 7,8,9,10,11,17 color white 
2 19 20 23 -22 constraints 7,8,9,10,12,15 color white 



3 9 10 21 -19 constraints 7,8,13,14,15,16 color white 

For close end L-shapedpatterns 
4 1 2 29 30 6 fixed norefine color blue 
5 3 4-31 -29 fixed norefine color blue 

For open end L-shaped patterns 
4 1 33 -7 -32 constraint 8,9,10,11 
5 4 35 -10 -34 constraint 8,14,15,16 
6 1 2 29 30 6 fixed no_refine color blue 
7 3 4-31 -29 fixed norefine color blue 

body 

For close end L-shaped patterns 
112 3 density le-24 volume vol //density for water le-24 kg/nmA3 

For open end L-shaped patterns 
1 12 3 4 5 density le-24 volume vol //density for water le-24 kg/nmA3 
Figure 

Figure B l (a) A Surface Evolver area is shown. Area is composed of series of attached 

triangles, (b) Refinement produces four triangles inside each single triangle. 

a) b) c) 

Figure B2 Initial shape of the rinse interface from SE and coordination used in SE for (a) 

two-line parallel pattern, (b) box-shaped and (c) L-shaped pattern is shown. 
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Appendix C - Relaxation of the Small Deformation Assumption Used in 

Tanaka's model 

In this appendix the small deformation assumption used in Tanaka et al. [1] model 

(discussed in Chapter 2) is relaxed. Tanaka's beam bending model with relaxation of 

small deformation assumption is called improved Tanaka's beam bending model. It 

should be noted that effect of surface tension force on pattern deformation is not 

considered in this Appendix. The goal is to show that how accurate small deformation 

assumption has been for calculating pattern deformation due to only Laplace pressure. 

The slope of the beam under the capillary pressure (Laplace pressure here) is [2]: 

• A 4 S ( C _ 1 ) 

tan <b = 
3 / / 

By knowing the slope relation form Eq. C-l one may have : 

A5_ (C-2) 
•5C7 

sin^ = —j= 

' 3// 

A 1 (C-3) 
COS0 = , = 

V 3 / r 

From Eqs. 2-10 and 2-11 (and obviously 5T «8X), from trigonometry one has 

cos(# -<t>) = cos 6. cos ̂  + sin 9 sin ̂  that will yield: 

Ew\d-28) 8 = 3, i—T^T(cos&cos$ + s m ^ s m 0 ) 

By substituting Eqs. C-2 and C-3 into C-4 one may have: 
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S(d-2S) = ̂ ^(cos0 , l +sin6> , 3H ) (r ^ ** s r̂ r (C-5) 
V 3H V 3/T 

After simplification, deformation value without small deformation assumption can be 

calculated by solving Eq. C-6: 

S>+(^4 + 4)S*-4dS3+(d2-16r2H'Sin2")S 
r O f f Z72,..6 ' 

12^2//7sin20 9^2//8 

9/f2 9/f2 9H2 E2w6 

(C-6) 

£V £V 
-cos20 = O 

Equation C-6 is the result of equilibrium between restoring and cohesive forces. It should 

be mentioned that only the real roots of Eq. C-6 should be considered [1]. 

It can be summarized form Tables CI to C3 that small deformation used by Tanaka et al. 

[1] is valid as the error of Tanaka's model compared to improved Tanaka's model, for 

these studied cases and the other studied cases which are not mentioned here is less than 

1 percent. 
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Tables 

Table CI Laplace pressure deformation with and without small deformation 

approximation (H=250nm, d=104nm, E=5Gpa, AR=4 and y - 12mNIm). 

6(degree) 

5 

45 

85 

< ? i ( s i n ^ — ) n m 
in 

7.822 

5.394 

6.078 

5l (without assumption)nm 

7.813 

5.392 

6.078 

Error (%) 

0.11 

0.05 

0 

Table C2 Laplace pressure deformation with and without small deformation assumption 

(H=250nm, E=5Gpa, 9 = 45°, AR=4 and y = 12mN I m ). 

d(nm) 

70 

104 

150 

S, (sin <b « —- )nm 1 3H 

10.564 

5.394 

3.480 

<!>! (without assumption)nm 

10.532 

5.392 

3.480 

Error (%) 

0.31 

0.05 

0.02 
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Table C3 Laplace pressure deformation with and without small deformation assumption 

(H=250nm, d=104nm, E=5Gpa, 6 = 45°and y = 12mNlm). 

AR 

4 

4.5 

5 

e>, (sin a » )nm 
3H 

5.394 

8.319 

13.145 

5X (without assumption)nm 

5.392 

8.309 

13.092 

Error (%) 

0.05 

0.13 

0.406 
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Appendix D - Details of the New Analytical Beam Bending Model 

In this Appendix first, an order of magnitude analysis will be performed to compare the 

magnitude of forces due to Laplace pressure and surface tension force (STF). Then the 

total deformation of the pattern will be found. 

2yHLcos0 (D-l) 
APHL _ d 2 H 
STF ~ yLsm9 ~ tan# d 

H and d are in the same order of magnitude and contact angle is defining the order of 

magnitude of forces due to the Laplace pressure to that of surface tension force. 

In the analytical beam bending model (discussed in Chapter 2), maximum pattern 

deformation is the summation of capillary pressure (8X) and surface tension force (82) 

deformations. According to Eq. 2-10 deformation due to surface tension affects the 

deformation due to Laplace pressure (i.e. 82 affects 8X value). In literature, 82 is 

neglected, it is clear that its effect on 5x is not considered as well. 

To accurately calculate 8X (i.e. considering the effect of surface tension force on 8X) here 

we start from the cohesive and restoring forces and setting Eqs. 2-10 and 2-11 equal: 

2y.L.cos(6-(f>T) _ 2ELw2 (D-2) 

(d-2(8x+82)) ~ 3H4 l 

where left hand side and right hand side of the above equation are cohesive and restoring 

forces, respectively. If cohesive force is more than the restoring force, collapse will 

occur. In Eq. D-2, the <j>T is the total slope due to all cohesive forces. Using superposition 
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principle one can write the summation of slope angles due to surface tension force and 

Laplace pressure as [1]: 

, t -1,4^. , . 3 ( 5 . (D-3) 

4 = tan ( ^ ) + tan ( ^ ) 

Using Eq. D-3 one may write: 

cosd>T = cosftan"1 (^VcosCtan - 1 ( ^ ) ) - sultan-1 (^-)).sin(tan_1 ( ^ ) ) ( D " 4 ) 

3H 2H 3H 2H 
and 
sin </>T = cosCtan"1 (^ . s inCtan" 1 A ) + sinCtan"1 A ) . c o s ( t a n - 1 &j) ( D " 5 ) 

J/z z/7 5H AH 

From trigonometry where 0 < a, /? < 90° one may have: 

r r ~ (D-6) 
costan a = ^ = > ^ = J - 2 — -

Va +1 

sintan_1^ = Y=>Yr- ^ ^D"7) 

From Eqs. D-6 and D-7, Eq. D-4 can be rewritten as: 

AS, 3S2 (D-8) 

cos$ 
1 „ 1 3H 2H 

X-

and from Eqs. D-6 and D-7, Eq. D-5 can be expressed as: 

3^, 4 ^ (D-9) 

x 2H + 3H x I r 
r4 5h2 , , /,3<5,,, , \AS^7 , , L 3 ^ (^} +1 J ( — ) 2 + i J ( — ) 2 + i y ( ^ P +1 

3 # F 2 7 / V 3 / / V 2/f 

Rearranging the Eq. 2-8 one has: 
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3S2 =6y-AR2smO (D-10) 

2H~ Ew 

From Eq. D-2 and comparing cohesive and restoring in equilibrium (i.e. when cohesive 

and restoring forces are equal), one has: 

ycosCfl-^.) _Ew3 (D-H) 

( J - 2 ( ^ + ^ 2 ) ) 3W 

Left hand side of the Eq. D-12 shows the cohesive force due to Laplace pressure and 

right hand side is the general form of restoring force due to a distributed load on a beam. 

/{cos#cos0r + sin0sin0 r} _ Ew3 (D-12) 

(d-2(Sx+S2)) " 3 / ^ l 

By substituting Eqs. D-8 and D-9 in Eq. D-12 one may have: 

1 f ... A8X 382^ . Q(352 4 ^ 1 (D-13) 
cos 0(1 Lx—^) + sin6>(—2- + — x - ) \ 

2H 3H Ew3 

(d-2(8x+82)) 3/74 ' 

The solution of the Eq. D-13 is the deformation due to the Laplace pressure. For total 

deformation this value should be added to the value from Eq. 2-8. All the results, tables 

and figures of Chapter 2 which show pattern deformations using "Analytical model" use 

Eq. D-13 to calculate the deformation due to the Laplace pressure. Here for completeness 

order of magnitude analysis for comparing capillary and cohesive forces is performed. 

STF _yL sin d _ 4 AR 3y sin d (° - 1 4 ) 

ElasticForce SELw3 3 ES 

AH3 

By knowing that/ * KT1, E «109 and 8 « 1(T8 then the effect of STF to elastic forces is 

in order of 0.1 to 1. 
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LaplaceVx essure _ 3AR^Hycos6 (D-15) 

Elastic Pressure dES 

The order of magnitude of capillary forces to elastic forces due to Laplace pressure is 0.1 

t o l . 
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Appendix E - Reason of Defining LAR 

In studying rinse curvature with Surface Evolver (in Chapters 2 and 3) three variables 

affect the curvature value. These three variables are contact angle (0) , pattern trough 

width (d) and pattern length (L). The two former variables were combined to a newly 

defined variable i.e. LAR (L/d). The reason will be clarified here. In this Appendix, rinse 

curvature was studied for two types of pattern configurations {i.e. two-line parallel and 

box-shaped patterns). As seen in Fig. El for both above mentioned cases by increasing 

the trough width, rinse interface curvature value decreases. It should be mentioned that 

trend of decreasing the rinse interface curvature value with increasing the trough width 

from Surface Evolver is similar to that from cylindrical model (which was independent of 

pattern length). 

By studying the error of using CIM it is found that the error of using CIM for finding the 

interface curvature is independent of pattern configuration (i.e. the defined error is equal 

for a two-line parallel pattern and an identical box-shaped pattern). For both cases, by 

increasing the pattern length, the error of using cylindrical model to calculate curvature 

decreases. Also, increase of the trough width at constant pattern length causes an error 

increase in application of CIM. Furthermore, by increasing both L and d at the same rate 

the error in application of CIM remains constant (as an example see Fig. E2). In other 

words, by knowing LAR (L/d) independent from the values of pattern length and trough 

width the error of finding curvature value from cylindrical model is understood. 
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Figure El Rinse interface curvature value decreases by increasing the trough width. 

Rinse has filled the space between (a) a two-line parallel pattern and (b) a box-shaped 

pattern (77=250 nm, 0 = 5" and ILH=\ lOnm). 
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Figure E2 Error of using CIM compared to SE for finding the rinse interface curvature 

value at different trough width is shown for (a) two-line parallel and (b) box-shaped 

patterns. Error does not change by increasing d and L at the same rate (or constant LAR). 

//=250nm, 6 = 5°. 
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Appendix F -Defining a box-shaped pattern with Infinite length in Surface 

Evolver 

The methodology to define an infinitely large pattern in Surface Evolver (used in Chapter 

2) is described in this Appendix. The energy function defined in Surface Evolver in 

absence of gravity is in the following form. 

E = 7LVALV+ VSW ASV + rSL
 ASL (F" ! ) 

As at the equilibrium state derivative of the energy (Eq. F-l) is zero, by 

knowing AASV = AASL one may change the Eq. F-l (by using Young Eq.; see Eq. 1-3) as: 

For the case of box-shaped patterns, rinse liquid is surrounded by four walls. During the 

energy minimization due to the movement of rinse liquid and air interface (for 

establishing the equilibrium state) three-phase line on pattern's side walls moves. For the 

cases that pattern's length is very large (i.e. L —»oo) the wet area on the pattern's side 

wall, i.e. ASL, on two smaller walls is negligible with respect to that on two larger walls. 

As such, AASL on two smaller walls is negligible with respect to AASL on two larger 

walls as well. In other words, on two smaller walls second part of the right hand side of 

Eq. F -2 is negligible (with respect to that term for two larger walls). So, energy on two 

smaller walls is only depends on AALV. From Young equation (see Eq. 1-3) it can be 

found that cosO = 0 or 9 = 90°, the second term of the right hand side of Eq. F-2 also 

vanishes. Therefore, instead of generating a pattern with infinite length, which is 

equivalent toAASL = 0, one may easily consider 0 = 90" on two small pattern's walls. 

Curvature values found from Surface Evolver by this method were also verified with 
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cylindrical model values (as CIM is valid for L -> oo) and results were exactly similar in 

the range of SE accuracy i.e. \~n. 
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